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General Introduction

Chapter 1
In biomedical research, many factors can compromise animal welfare, including surgery and
pain. The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) has defined pain as "the
unpleasant sensory and/or emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue
damage". Pain can on the one hand be an undesired "side-effect" of required surgery to
generate an animal model, e.g. post-operative pain after laparotomy in biomedical research,
and on the other hand it can be inflicted intentionally in translational pain research, e.g. pain
induced in analgesiometric tests. It is essential that pain is reduced to the maximum extent
for animal welfare reasons, scientific reasons as well as ethical reasons. Uncontrolled pain
will result in stress and distress, which may lead to both animal suffering and an unwanted
interference with experimental results, causing a large variation in experimental
measurements.
Pain and nociceptive processing are complex phenomena. Perception of pain information is
one of the properties of our bodily senses (Gardner et al. 2000), but particular features are
quite distinct from perception of other sensory information (Basbaum and Jessell 2000). The
complexity of nociceptive processing is expressed by a complex anatomical interconnectivity
between primary neurons and the different spinal layers in general (Todd and Koerber 2006)
and more specific for the rat (Grant and Robertson 2004; Grant and Koerber 2004; Ribeiroda-Silva 2004). This anatomical setup is a necessary condition for plasticity in spinal pain
processing (Woolf and Salter 2006). The major ascending physiological pain pathways
(Basbaum and Jessell 2000; Tracey 2004) from the spinal cord to higher brain centers
provide information to assess both sensory-discriminative and motivational-affective aspects
of pain. These different aspects have their own representation in the brain (Willis et al. 2004;
Bushnell and Apkarian 2006). The sensory-discriminative aspect contributes to the quality,
intensity, duration and location of the pain source, while the affective aspect contributes to
the generated emotional reactions, autonomic reflexes and endocrine changes to terminate
or escape from the pain source. The motivational-affective aspect also engages mechanisms
of attention and arousal. In response to nociceptive input, descending inhibitory control
mechanisms are engaged to modulate the pain processing and perception (Keay and
Bandler 2004; Fields et al. 2006).
Laboratory animal science focuses on the 3 Rs, the so called alternatives for animal
experiments. These 3 Rs refer to the Replacement, Reduction and Refinement criteria as
first described in " The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique" (Russell and Burch
1959). The pain research community has honored the 3 Rs approach and the respect for
laboratory animals by the institution of the ethics committee within the International
Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) in 1982. This committee published guidelines
(Zimmermann 1983) to which every pain researcher should adhere to. These ethical
guidelines show several parallels with the "3Rs" concept in laboratory animal science. The 3
Rs can also be applied to find solutions to reduce pain in laboratory animals used in
biomedical research and improve animal welfare.
Besides scientific and ethical considerations, also societal considerations should be taken
into account. The acceptance of animal experiments by the public is strongly related to the
degree of animal suffering, including pain. The acceptance of animal research by the general
public, has been the subject of several polls in European countries over the last decade
(MORI / Medical Research Council 1999; MORI / Coalition for Medical Progress 2002;
Intomart GfK / The Dutch Society for the Protection of Animals 2004; MORI / Coalition for
Medical Progress 2005). The higher the degree of suffering, the lower the acceptance by the
public that animal experiments can be allowed. It can be concluded that both society as well
as the scientific community find it important to reduce animal suffering, which includes
minimization of inflicted pain on laboratory animals.
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Is refinement of analgesiometric testing feasible in translational
pain research?
Currently, analgesiometric tests frequently use pain related (reflex) behavior as primary
outcome and therefore these tests require awake animals The debate on optimal choice of
behavioral pain tests has been broadened by Vierck et al who encourage the use of
complex behavioral tests for pain assessment (Vierck et al 2008) Within the context of the
high attrition rate of drugs at the preclinical / clinical interface, the introduction of complex
behavioral tests in the preclinical phase may improve the translational validity of preclinical
phase tests At this moment, however, analgesiometric reflex tests are still performed in large
numbers of animals by the pharmaceutical companies and the search for alternatives is
therefore very relevant Rats are traditionally the species of choice for most pain studies,
although in the past decade, mice have become more popular
Analgesiometric tests with an optimal animal welfare profile would use unconscious animals
and non-invasive techniques Unconsciousness would prevent animals from experiencing
pain Non-invasive techniques would minimize discomfort in the animals after recovery from
the analgesiometric tests The possibility to reuse the same animals in time for different tests
or different drugs would also greatly reduce the number of required animals The attained
improvement in animal welfare by the use of anesthesia would be welcomed by both
researchers and the general public as long as the validity of the analgesiometric tests
remains
Analgesiometric tests in unconscious animals with an optimal scientific profile would provide
either the same (reflex) behavior as under conscious conditions or use alternative measures
for pain related behavior Relevant alternative objective measures could be EEG, immediate
early gene expression like c-fos (Harris 1998, Coggeshall 2005) or functional MRI (Chapter
2) A recent review on the use of EEG in pain assessment in animals discusses refinement
options, including the minimal anesthesia model (Murrell and Johnson 2006) This thesis will
focus on c-fos and fMRI as alternative measures for (reflex) pain related behavior

Is further analgesic refinement of laparotomies in rats possible in
biomedical research?
In biomedical research, surgical interventions such as laparotomies are frequently required
steps in the conduction of animal experiments For many years, laparotomies in biomedical
research were not routinely accompanied by pain prevention and alleviation In the last
decade, routine post-operative analgesic treatment has become common practice However,
there is still room for improvement of pain alleviation by the use of more effective analgesic
drugs and the development of improved analgesic treatment protocols as well as better pain
assessment methods
Further analgesic refinement of laparotomies requires a reliable routine methodology for
individual assessment of pain in freely moving animals After all, how can one improve pain
control when pain itself cannot be assessed objectively9 The recently developed pain score
system by Roughan and Flecknell (Roughan and Flecknell 2001) offers an effective,
validated and elegant solution to assess post-laparotomy pain in rats
In addition to analgesic refinement, also the adherence to strict aseptic surgery conditions
may reduce the gravity of post-laparotomy pain At the moment, in rodent surgery practice,
aseptic surgery conditions are not always met (Cooper et al 2000) which may lead to
subclinical infection and consequently a different physiological or behavioral repertoire
(Bradfield et al 1992) and increased postoperative pain induced by wound infection
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Therefore, the importance of aseptic surgery for both the validity of biomedical experiments
and the reduction of post-laparotomy pain in rodents needs to be assessed

Are there reliable alternative biomarkers for pain behavior in
translational pain research?
Animal models for acute clinical pain are useful to study nociception and the development of
central sensitization Many different models are available and each model has its specific
advantages and disadvantages (Le Bars et al 2001) Ideal model characteristics to mimic
spinal neuroplastic changes caused by surgical stimulation would include intense, repetitive,
multimodal noxious stimulation during prolonged periods of time
The noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model is an animal model specifically
designed and validated to quantitatively study the reaction on painful, multimodal stimuli in
animals under anesthetic conditions and therefore represents an indirect index of analgesia
(Duysens and Gybels 1988, Duysens et al 1989) Additionally, the NIWR correlates closely
with depth of anesthesia (van den Broek et al 2006) The electrical NIWR stimulation mimics
the multimodal excitation pattern of different fiber types (Chang and Shyu 2001) that is
evoked by surgical incision and subsequent wound manipulations
In pain research in animals, Fos immunoreactivity (Fos-IR) is frequently used as a
quantitative neuronal marker for nociceptive information processing in the central nervous
system (Harris 1998, Coggeshall 2005) The proto-oncogene c-fos is rapidly activated after
noxious stimulation to express the protein Fos in neurons that are situated in spinal laminae
involved in nociceptive information transfer Mapping c-fos expression in these neurons is at
present the best global marker for efficiently locating individual neurons that respond to
nociceptive input
Functional MRI (fMRI) is an umbrella term that refers to different MRI applications that can
provide information on in vivo functional aspects of the body or more specifically the brain
(Heerschap et al 2004) In fMRI studies for pain research in animals and humans, most
frequently the blood oxygenation level dependent MRI application is used to visualize
activation of specific brain nuclei or spinal regions Anesthesia is often used in animal MRI
studies to prevent animal movement and animal discomfort due to restraint and high noise
levels during image acquisition In human MRI studies, anesthesia is generally not
necessary Within the context of functional MRI in pain studies, the choice of anesthetic may
influence the specific functional characteristics differently (Heerschap et al 2004) Since a
high magnetic field is an intrinsic property of MRI measurements, most of the standard
anesthetic ventilation and monitoring equipment is incompatible with the MRI environment
However, anesthetic ventilation and monitoring is important to obtain valid measurements
within the context of functional MRI (Heerschap et al 2004) Therefore, not only the use of
specific MRI compatible ventilation and monitoring equipment is a prerequisite to perform
valid experiments, but also the correct choice of anesthesia (Heerschap et al 2004)
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Aim of this thesis
The central theme of this thesis has been to alleviate discomfort for laboratory rats caused by
pain More specifically, we sought to answer the following questions and consequently chose
the following approaches
1

Are there 3R-alternatives for analgesiometric tests in animals7

A literature review discussed the possible 3R alternatives for analgesiometric tests in
animals, which included the use of anesthesia, and measuring c-fos expression and
functional MRI as pain indicators
2

Can post-laparotomy pain be reduced by using the analgesic fentanyl in combination with
aseptic surgery7

Whether the use of fentanyl and aseptic surgery had any favorable effects on reducing
postoperative pain was assessed by evaluating these in the validated spontaneous pain
behavior laparotomy model as developed by Flecknell et al (Roughan and Flecknell 2001 )
3

Can the efficacy of analgesic drugs during anesthesia be assessed by using c-fos
expression either in the spinal cord or in the brain7 Can c-fos expression be used to
evaluate the analgesic effects of isoflurane and fentanyl7

The possible efficacy of isoflurane and fentanyl on pain reduction was assessed in the
noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model, by measuring spinal and brain c-fos
expression
4

What are the necessary requirements for an experimental MRI setup to study brain
functioning under anesthesia, with the aim to use MRI measurements to indicate pain 7

In a review on the possible use of NMR in rodents, the relevant aspects of experimental
setups for in vivo imaging and spectroscopy of animals, including functional MRI were
discussed
5

Is it feasible to perform functional MRI under isoflurane instead of a-chloralose
anesthesia, since this will open new refinement and reduction alternatives in
analgesiometric testing7

Functional MRI measurements were implemented and a first fMRI study was performed to
assess the feasibility to use the anesthetic isoflurane instead of a-chloralose during electrical
somatosensory stimulation
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Chapter 2

Abstract
Animal pain and nociception studies have greatly contributed to our understanding of acute
and chronic pain processing and thereby contributed to the reduction of suffering of patients
in pain In classic analgesiometnc tests in conscious animals, animal suffering is inevitable
as pain behavior is the primary outcome Therefore, the feasibility of refining analgesiometnc
tests by anesthesia is reviewed The influence on analgesiometnc tests of different
anesthetics is described Other objective primary outcome measures than pain behavior,
including quantification of neural activation with c-fos and functional MRI (fMRI), are
suggested to reduce animal discomfort for pain testing In conclusion, reflex analgesiometnc
tests may be refined by choosing the right anesthetics and alternative outcome measures
such as c-fos or fMRI Complex, higher order pain behavior testing still requires conscious
animals and can currently not be refined by the use of anesthetics
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Introduction
Although our understanding of pain and effective pain management has increased greatly
over the last decade, many patients still suffer from unmanageable chronic pain and many
patients still experience post-operative hyperalgesia and suboptimal pam control (WilderSmith and Arendt-Nielsen 2006) Animal pain studies have greatly contributed to our
understanding of acute and chronic pain processing They resulted in validated and
reproducible analgesiometric animal tests for research and development of new analgesics
for patients, but also were accompanied by animal suffering in a large number of animals in
these analgesiometric tests An optimal balance between scientific progress and animal
welfare is of utmost importance
The acceptance of animal experiments by the public is strongly related to the degree of
animal suffering This acceptance has been the subject of several polls in European
countries over the last decade (MORI / Medical Research Council 1999, MORI / Coalition for
Medical Progress 2002, Intomart GfK / The Dutch Society for the Protection of Animals 2004,
MORI / Coalition for Medical Progress 2005) The degree of animal suffering is an important
factor in these polls that determines the objection/acceptance rate by the public
A reduction in the degree of animal suffering within the context of analgesiometric tests can
be achieved by the use of anesthesia as a refinement The attained improvement in animal
welfare by the use of anesthesia would be welcomed by both researchers and the general
public as long as the validity of the analgesiometric tests remains Refinement is one of the
three Rs (Replacement, Reduction and Refinement) criteria as first described in "The
Principles of Humane Experimental Technique" (Russell and Burch 1959) The pain research
community has adapted these principles with the publication of the International Association
for the Study of Pam (IASP) guidelines (Zimmermann 1983) in 1982
Currently, analgesiometric tests frequently use pain related (reflex) behavior as primary
outcome and therefore require awake animals The debate on optimal choice of behavioral
pain tests has been broadened by Vierck et al who encourage the use of complex
behavioral tests for pain assessment (Vierck et al 2008) Within the context of the high
attrition rate of drugs at the preclinical / clinical interface, the introduction of complex
behavioral tests in the preclinical phase may improve the translational validity of preclinical
phase tests At the moment, however, analgesiometric reflex tests are still performed in large
numbers of animals by the pharmaceutical companies and the search for alternatives
therefore is very relevant
Analgesiometric tests with an optimal animal welfare profile would use unconscious animals
and non-invasive techniques Unconsciousness would prevent animals from experiencing
pain Non-invasive techniques would minimize discomfort in the animals after recovery from
the analgesiometric tests The possibility to reuse the same animals in time for different tests
of different drugs would also greatly reduce the number of required animals
Analgesiometric tests in unconscious animals with an optimal scientific profile would provide
either the same (reflex) behavior as under unconscious conditions or a useful alternative
measure for pain related behavior Relevant alternative objective measures could be EEG,
c-fos or functional MRI For EEG, a review on refinement options, including the minimal
anesthesia model, has recently been published (Murrell and Johnson 2006) Therefore, this
review will focus only on c-fos and fMRI as alternative measures for (reflex) pain related
behavior
The aim of this review is firstly to present an overview of the influence of anesthesia on pain
related reflex behavior and on c-fos or functional MRI as alternative measures in
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analgesiometnc tests Secondly, the implications on animal welfare of the use of anesthesia
in analgesiometnc tests will be described

Analgesiometnc tests overview
Analgesiometnc tests each have their specific scientific and welfare characteristics (Table 1)
Pain testing characteristics include the applied stimulus, the measured response and the
applicability for different types of analgesics Animal welfare characteristics include group
size and level of discomfort
Anesthesia may influence the outcome of analgesiometnc tests When this influence is
present, it is important to find out whether this influence improves or deteriorates the
translational validity of the tests In general, the positive or negative influence of anesthesia
on analgesiometnc tests can be answered by demonstrating a close correlation between the
found analgesic dosages in the test and the required dosages for analgesic effects in
humans
Anesthetic influence on pain models depends largely on the chosen outcome measure
Reflex behavior like a withdrawal reflex will be less susceptible to anesthetic influence and
thus a possible target for refinement than higher order behavior like aggression When other
response functions than behavior are chosen as the outcome measure, anesthetic influence
again depends on the particular experimental setup For example, neural activation as
represented by spinal c-fos expression may still be present although pain behavior has
disappeared or vice versa Therefore, different measures for analgesiometnc tests will be
discussed in relation with anesthetic influence on testing results

Anesthesia effects on pain related behavior and neural c-fos
expression
Several inhalation anesthetics have been used in pain test publications, including halothane,
isoflurane and sevoflurane Halothane is a halogen substituted ethane and more or less
comparable to chloroform, a halogen substituted methane, while isoflurane and sevoflurane
are halogenated ethers These different molecular structures can result in distinctive
anesthetic/analgesic properties and specific effects in pain tests
When both inhalation anesthetics and injection anesthetics are equally suitable within
analgesiometnc testing, the preference should go to inhalation anesthetics because of better
pharmacokinetic control of the administration Modern inhalation anesthetics like isoflurane
and sevoflurane have the advantage that pharmacokinetics are very stable in time and
metabolism is minimal This stability results in a robust background plane of anesthesia
Injection anesthetics have the disadvantage that plasma concentrations are likely to increase
over time Their pharmacokinetics are also more likely to interact with the pharmacokinetics
of the analgesic study drug
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Table 1 Analgesiometric test characteristics summary
Stimulus
Type*
Model
Thermal
TH
Tail flick
SM
Tail immersion
Thermal
Thermal
TH
Paw flick
Mechanical TH
Paw pressure
SM
Short Electric Tail Stimulation Electrical
SM
Electric Train Tail Stimulation Electrical
Electric Tram Paw Stimulation Electrical
SM
SM
Formalin paw test
Chemical
Writhing test
Chemical
SM
* TH. Threshold, SM Supramaximal
D: Defense, E: Escape; F: Flinching; L: Licking; Τ:

Duration
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Medium
Medium
Long
Long

Escape
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Discomfort
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Response"
W
Reflex
Reflex
W
Reflex
W
W
Reflex
Complex TEVD
Complex WV
Reflex
W
Reflex
FL
Wr
Reflex

Twitching, V: Vocalization; W: Withdrawal; Wr: Writhing;

Reference(s)
(D'Amour and Smith 1941)
(Farreetal. 1989)
(Hargreaves et al. 1988)
(Greenetal 1951)
(Charpentier 1961 ; Jourdan et al 1995)
(Carroll and Lim 1960, Borszcz et al. 1994)
(Duysens and Gybels 1988; Matsumoto et al 2006)
(Dubuisson and Dennis 1977, Vissers et al. 2006)
(Siegmundetal. 1957)
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Halothane is a suitable anesthetic for the study of spinal reflexes as e g the withdrawal
reflex and spinal neural activity as marked e g by c-fos expression Halothane may under
certain conditions even improve the sensitivity to detect nociceptive (mechanical) neural
responses (c-fos) in rats (Novikova et al 2004) Halothane does not influence tail flick testing
of morphine when used at moderate dosages (Goto et al 1996) In the formalin test,
halothane alone does not influence spinal c-fos expression and in combination with nitrous
oxide it is suitable to reduce discomfort by anesthesia during phase I and subsequently let
the animal recover to study phase II flinching and licking behavior (O'Connor and Abram
1995)
Isoflurane does not influence the analgesic effect of morphine on tail flick tests (Goto et al
1996), but dose-dependently antagonizes nitrous oxide analgesia
Sevoflurane at light anesthesia levels can be used to quantitatively measure the withdrawal
reflex in the hind paw noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model, but dose
dependently reduces this reflex (van den Broek et al 2006)
Urethane is a suitable anesthetic for the study of normal physiology Despite its carcinogenic
properties, it is frequently used for terminal physiological measurements Reflex behavior can
also be reproduced under anesthesia for the paw flick test (Yeomans and Proudfit 1994,
Yeomans et al 1996) in the rat, but tail flick latencies are fully suppressed in mice (Banks et
al 1988b) These observed assay influences may not only be related to species, but also to
dose In general, spinal mechanisms are still intact under light urethane anesthesia and this
provides a good starting point for other spinally mediated reflexes and measures of
(nociceptive) neural activity However, not only clinical signs of inflammatory pain, including
swelling and edema, but also spinal c-fos expression are strongly decreased by urethane in
the carrageenan hind paw inflammation model (Buntova and Besson 2001) compared to
awake animals (Buntova and Besson 1998) for NSAIDs like flurbiprofen
Propofol has strong excitatory effects on ascending nociceptive pathways, autonomic and
stress-related functions (Kubota et al 2007) These excitatory effects may be related to the
fact that intravenous propofol injection can be painful Despite this observation, propofol can
be used as an anesthetic to study brain activation after heat stimulation (Kubota et al 2007),
although pentobarbital anesthesia results in larger brain activation (Kubota et al 2007)
Propofol anesthesia cannot be used to measure tail flick latencies (Sawamura et al 2004)
Only sedative dosages (6 mg/kg/hr) combined with nitrous oxide 75% results in a detectable,
although still strongly increased (40% MPE), tail flick latency Propofol can be used to
measure the hind paw withdrawal reflex in the NIWR model at low continuous infusion rates,
but dose-dependently reduces this reflex at higher infusion rates or intermittent boluses
(Dirksen et al 1997)
Pentobarbital can be used as an anesthetic to study heat induced c-fos activation in the
brain (Kubota et al 2007) at a medium dosage (60 mg/kg/hr) Tail flick latencies in mice are
unaffected under pentobarbital anesthesia Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the tail flick test
for opioids is also decreased However, in mice latency effects of non-opioid analgesics like
serotonin (5HT2-receptor mediated) can be measured more sensitively in the tail flick assay
under pentobarbital anesthesia than under awake conditions (Banks et al 1988a) In the
latter study, the increased sensitivity under anesthesia can be attributed to an increased
effect size combined with a decreased group variation

Anesthesia effects on functional MRI pain studies
Functional MRI is an important complementary tool to evaluate the analgesic efficacy and
mechanisms of candidate drugs (Negus et al 2006) next to classical pain testing An
attractive feature of functional MRI experiments is the possibility of repeated measurement in
14
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the same animals This reduces variability in longitudinal studies and reduces the number of
animals required, although individual discomfort increases This review focuses on acute
pain, fMRI representations of persistent, chronic pain have been reviewed elsewhere (Verne
et al 2004)
The majority of experimental functional MRI studies in animals is currently performed under
anesthesia, for obvious reasons The first studies used a-chloralose, but new alternatives
that provide promising results include isoflurane The number of experimental functional MRI
pam/nociception studies is limited and mainly performed under anesthesia The number of
functional human MRI pain studies is extensive and mainly under awake conditions Both
animal and human pain studies are of interest to evaluate the effects of anesthesia in animal
experiments and the extrapolation of their results to pain in humans
In awake humans, functional imaging of brain responses to acute pain were reviewed in a
meta-analysis (Peyron et al 2000) and newer publications were recently summarized
(Borsook and Becerra 2006) These publications summarized that frequently activated brain
areas in human fMRI and PET studies are located in the anterior cmgulate, secondary
somatic and insular cortical regions and with slightly less consistency in the contralateral
thalamus and primary somatic area Lateral thalamus, primary (SI) and secondary (SII)
somatosensory cortex and insula are mainly involved in sensory-discriminative nociceptive
processing, while the medial thalamus and the anterior cmgulate cortex (ACC) are mainly
involved in affective-motivational nociceptive processing (Wiech et al 2001) Activation of
pain control areas in the brain stem like the periaqueductal gray are not always present, but
fairly frequent
In fMRI pain studies in laboratory animals, anesthesia is often a mandatory prerequisite The
somatosensory cortex is still activated by stimulation under anesthetic conditions This is true
for both noxious and non-noxious stimulations (Chang and Shyu 2001, Masamoto et al
2007, Lowe et al 2007) The comparability of BOLD activation depends on the used
stimulation protocol and has to be optimized for each anesthetic (Masamoto et al 2007) It is
clear that BOLD responses after stimulation are attenuated by anesthesia, e g the
hypercapmc response is reduced under 1% and 2% isoflurane (Sicard et al 2003) If this
attenuation also influences BOLD responses to noxious stimulation is less clear Volatile
anesthetics increase cerebral blood flow compared to opioids or pentobarbital (Hendnch et
al 2001) Hence, the volatile anesthetic dosage choice will determine the sensitivity of the
fMRI measurement
In rats, functional imaging of brain responses to acute pain stimuli is mostly performed under
anesthesia A summary of the activated brain areas is presented in Table 2 A full
comparison with human publications is not achievable, since the majority of animal
publications includes only particular regions of the brain in the functional imaging setup
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Table 2 Activated spinal and brain areas in functional MRI animal nociception studies
Spinal and brain areas
Stimulation Stimulation
mode
details
Spinal studies
Chemical
formalin
Chemical
capsaicin
Chemical

capsaicin

Brain studies
Thermal
X
Chemical
capsaicin
Chemical
capsaicin

Reference(s)

Anesthesia

(Porszasz et al. 1997)
(Malisza et al. 2003b)

lso/N20 1.0/67 %insp
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV

(Malisza and Stroman 2002)

(Hess et al. 2007)
(Moylan Governo et al. 2006)
(Malisza and Docherty 2001)

Chemical

capsaicin

(Malisza et al. 2003a)

Chemical
Chemical
Chemical

formalin
formalin
formalin

(Yu et al. 2007)
(Shah et al. 2005)
(Tuoretal. 2002)

Chemical +
Electrical
Electrical

formalin

(Tuor et al. 2000)

non+noxious

(Chang and Shyu 2001)

Electrical

non+noxious

Iso/Air 1-2 % insp
lso/N20 1.5/65% insp
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Propofol 250 mg/kg IP
Halo/N20 1-2/70% insp
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Iso/Air 1.5 % insp >
a-Chloralose 80+40mg/kg IV
Halo 3% insp >
a-Chloralose 60+25 mg/kg IV

PB

PG

HT

Τ

HC

L+M
+

+

A

31

S2

M

I

C

FC

RS

(Chang and Shyu 2001;
Lowe et al. 2007)
'DH: spinal dorsal horn; S I , S2: primary and secondary somatosensory cortex; M: motor cortex; I: insular cortex; C: cingulated cortex; FC: (pre) frontal cortex; PB:
parabrachial nucleus; Τ: thalamus; HT: hypothalamus; HC: hippocampus; PG: periaqueductal gray; RS: retrosplenial cortex; A: amygdala
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a-Chloralose is frequently used in fMRI studies It has some negative properties (Silverman
and Muir 1993), including poor solubility, slow pharmacokinetics, development of metabolic
acidosis and hyper reactivity to auditory stimulation Apart from these side-effects, it can only
be used in terminal experiments, because it also induces peritonitis and adynamic ileus
These properties should be taken into consideration when fMRI pain studies are interpreted
a-Chloralose use in the capsaicin hyperalgesia model resulted in spinal dorsal horn
activation after injection in the hind paw (Mahsza et al 2003b) or the forepaw (Mahsza and
Stroman 2002) Bram studies demonstrated activation of the somatosensory cortex, the
motor cortex, the frontal cortex and the cmgulate cortex after injection in the hind paw
(Mahsza et al 2003a) or the forepaw (Mahsza and Docherty 2001) In the latter study,
subsequent morphine application resulted in decreased activity in frontal and cmgulate
cortex In the formalin model, a-chloralose has been used to map brain activity The same
areas as in the capsaicin model demonstrated a positive BOLD response after formalin
application in the forepaw and this response was reduced by pre-apphcation of morphine
(Tuor et al 2000) In a second study, the nociceptive specific effects were separated from
fMRI effects caused by increases in blood pressure (Tuor et al 2002), especially fMRI effects
during the first five minutes after formalin injection are correlated with blood pressure
increases Noxious electrical stimulation of the sciatic nerve led to a BOLD increase not only
of the somatosensory and cmgulate cortex, but also medial thalamic and hypothalamic
activations were detected (Chang and Shyu 2001), the activation in all four areas was
significantly suppressed by prior morphine application This finding of morphine suppression
is in concordance with Tuor et al (Tuor et al 2000, Chang and Shyu 2001), however, the
somatosensory cortex activity did not decrease after morphine application, but activity of all
regions decreased after nitrous oxide inhalation in that study
Isoflurane has an interesting set of properties for fMRI studies compared to a-chloralose It
has fast pharmacokinetics in combination with an easily accessible administration route,
provides adequate muscle relaxation, maintains the acid-base balance and is very suitable
for repeated measurements Furthermore, as its (end-) expiratory concentration can be
measured on-line, it is easier to maintain constant levels of anesthesia At a concentration of
1 minimal alveolar concentration 50% (MAC, -1 45%) isoflurane anesthesia, flowmetabolism coupling of the cortex persists (Hansen et al 1989) Therefore, it promises to be
a suitable alternative candidate for fMRI studies Indeed, it has been used in a number of
fMRI pain studies in rats in an air/oxygen or nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture Most studies
mentioned above under a-chloralose used isoflurane during the preparation phase of the
experiment Isoflurane (m N2O/O2) use in the formalin test resulted in spinal dorsal horn
activation (Porszasz et al 1997), this activation was blocked by local lidocame application In
a recent article, capsaicin noxious activation in the brain was investigated (Moylan Governo
et al 2006), several subcortical regions responded to the noxious stimulation, including
periaqueductal gray, hypothalamus and thalamus and the parabrachial and hippocampal
areas The activation of most areas increased by superimposed mechanical stimulation after
capsaicin application, although PAG activation decreased (Moylan Governo et al 2006)
Finally, Hess et al used isoflurane m air They found an activation of many cortical brain
regions (Hess et al 2007), including somatosensory, motor, insular, cmgulate, retrosplemal,
and subcortical brain regions, including lateral and medial thalamus, hypothalamus and the
periaqueductal gray Pre-treatment with zymosan in the latter study (Hess et al 2007)
increased noxious heat BOLD effects
Halothane effects on fMRI are comparable with those of a-chloralose and isoflurane In the
formalin test, activation was found in the cortical areas, including somatosensory and
cmgulate cortex and subcortical areas, including thalamus, hypothalamus, PAG and
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amygdala (Shah et al 2005) After electrical noxious stimulation, cortical and thalamic
activation was demonstrated (Lowe et al 2007)
Propofol was only used in one formalin pain study It was applied in a non-standard way
(250 mg/kg IP) and resulted in amygdala activation (Yu et al 2007)

Anesthesia recommendations for analgesiometric tests
In this review, it was demonstrated that the use of anesthetics in pain research is feasible,
especially in the first phase of preclinical analgesic assessment This will reduce the number
of animals necessary for subsequent pain testing in awake animals It is very likely that the
use of anesthetics in pain research will contribute significantly to the welfare of laboratory
animals in analgesiometric tests However, it should be realized that fMRI under anesthesia
provides mostly information about nociception rather than about pain
It is important to realize that the number of studies that compare both the awake response
and a response under anesthetic conditions is limited Also, studies that compare two
different anesthetics within the same study are most of the time not available Therefore,
preliminary anesthetic recommendations for the analgesiometric tests below should be used
cautiously and further research is required to provide evidence based recommendations
Tail flick testing can be performed under anesthetic conditions A low dosage of isoflurane
is a good anesthetic choice for opioid analgesia testing, since it does not influence morphine
tail flick latencies (Goto et al 1996) We recommend a dosage of 1 5% to minimize
anesthetic influence on analgesiometric results
Electrical noxious stimulation can be performed under anesthetic conditions, if noxious
reflex testing is performed For integrated, higher order behavior like vocalization
afterdischarges or defense behavior, awake animals are still needed
Formalin testing may be performed under anesthetic conditions with the combination of
halothane and nitrous oxide to reproduce flinching and licking behavior during the second
phase (O'Connor and Abram 1995) Thiopental is another possibility Halothane alone only
mildly influences spinal c-fos expression in the formalin test Alternative approaches with
different anesthetics to detect neural activation are described under fMRI studies

Anesthesia recommendations for c-fos and fMRI nociceptive testing
The feasibility to use anesthetics in nociceptive neural activation c-fos studies depends on
the analgesic group of interest and the chosen baseline anesthesia Some studies have
described uncoupling of behavior and spinal Fos-IR This requires further investigation One
solution may be to find a correlation between behavior and neural activation in brain nuclei,
to explain the found discrepancy between c-fos and pain behavior
The use of anesthetics in functional MRI pain studies depends on the research question
There may be a difference in brain activation between isoflurane and a-chloralose fMRI
studies, both frequently used in functional MRI studies Somatomotor, cmgulate and frontal
cortex activation was found in formalin studies with a-chloralose Comparable studies with
isoflurane are currently lacking, so it is not clear whether isoflurane in the formalin test would
result in the same pattern of brain activation From thermal and electrical stimulation studies,
it is clear that under isoflurane anesthesia, activation of these areas is possible and also of
the thalamus, hypothalamus and periaqueductal gray Activation of these latter subcortical
nuclei has not yet been found under a-chloralose anesthesia
In this review, publications were referred to that demonstrate the feasibility of anesthesia in
combination with pam/nociceptive testing However, the number of publications that
compared the results of analgesiometric tests under awake conditions with anesthetic
conditions for a broad range of analgesic agents is still very limited Therefore, further
18
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research on analgesiometric tests under anesthetic conditions is necessary to validate these
recommendations.

Conclusions
Every anesthetic has its particular sites of action in the central nervous system These sites
of anesthetic action determine whether components of the pain system remain unaffected,
are unresponsive or hyperresponsive and whether the application of the anesthetic leads to
meaningful results. Apart from the anesthetic action, the interaction between anesthetic and
analgesic agents is important for the interpretation. The analgesic agents also have points of
analgesic action that can be influenced by the used anesthetic. For the proper validation of
the feasibility of anesthetics in analgesiometric tests, it is therefore not only necessary to
demonstrate sufficient sensitivity of the response function of the test, but as a second step it
must be demonstrated that analgesic effects on the response function can be measured in a
reliable and sensitive way.
Reflex behavior like the tail flick and withdrawal reflexes and nociceptive processing,
including c-fos and functional MRI can be studied best with low dosage isoflurane.
For more complex behavior, the use of anesthetics is not suitable because they impair higher
cognitive functioning. This is mainly related to the necessity to be conscious to express e.g.
aggressive behavior and partly related to the disturbance of nociceptive processing that
anesthetics have on different supraspinal levels. However, in the future, it may become
possible to predict the outcome of complex (pain) behavior in awake animals from the results
of neural activity measurements like c-fos or fMRI in particular brain nuclei in anesthetized
animals. This approach would require a large number of validation studies to prove the
predictive value of neural activity for pain behavior outcome, but would be very beneficial for
the anesthetized animals in terms of discomfort reduction.
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Abstract
The present study evaluated the efficacy of fentanyl and aseptic surgery on pain after
laparotomy in rats, using the behaviour based pain scoring system of Roughan and Flecknell
(2001) starting on the surgery day until four days postoperatively A randomized block
design was used with four groups standard laparotomy plus saline, aseptic laparotomy plus
saline, standard laparotomy plus fentanyl, aseptic laparotomy plus fentanyl Fentanyl was
administered as a single preoperative 150 pg/kg IP injection A standardized 4 cm midline
laparotomy was performed on day 0 under isoflurane anesthesia in male Wistar rats The
post-laparotomy pain scores on day 0 and 1 in both saline groups were significantly higher
than pre-operative scores (p<0 01) The post-laparotomy pain scores in both fentanyl groups
were significantly lower than those of the saline groups on day 0 (p<0 01) Adding aseptic
surgery to fentanyl analgesia consistently resulted in even lower pain scores on days 0-2
(p<0 05) Other measures like posture, locomotion and loss of body weight were less or not
discriminative in the recognition of postoperative pain In conclusion, the present work
demonstrates that the behaviour based pain scoring system is a sensitive tool to measure
the efficacy of opioids on acute clinical postoperative pam A single pre-operative injection of
fentanyl provides a very effective method of post-laparotomy analgesia and a combination
with aseptic surgery augments this analgesic effect
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Introduction
Effective postoperative pain control in animals used for research purposes is needed for two
reasons, namely to guarantee reliable research results and to optimize animal welfare By
the use of specific and effective analgesics (Roughan and Flecknell 2004, Wright-Williams et
al 2007) and of optimal aseptic surgical techniques (Bradfield et al 1992), postoperative
pain and hence discomfort in rodents can be reduced Different pharmacological analgesic
agents are available, of which opioids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
are most frequently used To guarantee an effective postoperative pain control for each
individual animal, different challenges arise
Firstly, the necessity for immediate recognition of animals that are in pain, so that concurrent
intervention with additional analgesic(s) leads to quick and measurable pain relief Hence,
common retrospective methods like measuring loss of body weight or reduced food and
water consumption are less suitable They lack specificity to detect pain, because they may
also be influenced by other factors like stress, distress, juvenile growth, anesthetic and
surgical recovery and other gastro-mtestmal drug effects (Liles and Flecknell 1993, Flecknell
et al 1999, Roughan and Flecknell 2004, Goecke et al 2005)
Secondly, a reliable routine methodology for individual assessment of the prevalence of pain
in freely moving animals is necessary The recently developed pain score system by
Roughan and Flecknell (Roughan and Flecknell 2001) offers an effective, validated and
elegant solution to assess post-laparotomy pain in rats Only those behaviours were selected
in their pain score system that clearly showed increased incidence in operated animals
Recently, an adapted version for mice has been published (Wright-Williams et al 2007)
Thirdly, two phases of nociceptive input are relevant for effective pain relief in the acute
postoperative period, namely the surgically induced tissue damage and the subsequent
inflammatory response to this tissue damage (Woolf and Chong 1993) Therefore, the
influence of fully aseptic surgery as compared to the often used "clean surgery" in rodents is
expected to contribute to a reduction in the amount of postoperative pain It is known that
gowning, sterile gloves and an operating theatre environment is required to guarantee fully
aseptic surgery However, in rodent surgery practice these conditions are not always met
(Cooper et al 2000) which may lead to subclinical infection and consequently a different
physiological or behavioural repertoire (Bradfield et al 1992) and increased postoperative
pain Increased pain after wound infection has been reported in burn injury patients (Tengvall
et al 2006) and in haemorrhoidectomy patients with or without antibiotics (Carapeti et al
1998) Interestingly, reduced post-operative analgesic efficacy decreases tissue oxygen
tension and hence increases the risk of wound infection (Akca et al 1999)
In addition to the above, it is important to choose the optimal duration of postoperative pain
alleviation In contrast to other incisional (Brennan et al 1996) or visceral (Giamberardmo et
al 1995) pain models, most publications that use the laparotomy pain score system of
Roughan et al (Roughan and Flecknell 2001) only register behaviour within 24 hours after
surgery (Roughan and Flecknell 2001, Roughan and Flecknell 2004, Wright-Williams et al
2007) This time window is too small to investigate the effects of the secondary inflammatory
phase of postoperative pain and it should at least include the first 2-3 postoperative days It
is not fully clear how long postoperative pain can persist after a laparotomy and whether an
opioid like fentanyl can control both the acute, surgical pain as well as the subsequent
subacute inflammatory pain Fentanyl is effectively used as analgesic in the fentanyl,
fluamsone and midazolam mixture (FFM) in a dosage of 135-150 μg/kg IP Therefore, a
single dose of 150 pg/kg seems a good starting point to evaluate effectiveness of fentanyl on
post-operative pain
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The mam aim of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of a single fentanyl injection on pain
relief after laparotomy in the rat by using the behaviour based pain scoring system of
Roughan and Flecknell throughout the first postoperative week As a secondary aim, effects
of fully aseptic surgery as compared to "clean surgery" on the postoperative pain score were
measured as well

Animals, Materials and Methods
The protocol of the present study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Radboud University Nijmegen and was conducted in accordance with the
guidelines of the EC Council Directive 86/609/EEC and the ethical guidelines for
experimental pain research (Zimmermann 1983) Sixteen virus antibody free (VAF) outbred
male Wistar Unilever rats were obtained from the breeding facility of the Radboud University
of Nijmegen Health monitoring of this breeding colony included microbiological screening
according to the FELASA recommendations ( (Nicklas et al 2002) The rats were 6 weeks
old at day 0 of the experiment and were pair housed in filtertop Macrolon type III cages on
Gold Flakes bedding (SPPS, Argenteuil, France) under controlled conditions (12 hr light/dark
cycle, lights on at 7 00 am, 21 ± 2 °C, relative humidity 55 ± 10 %, air changes 15/hr) and
allowed to acclimatize for 2 weeks Cage change frequency was once a week They received
HCI-acidified water at pH 3 and standard rat chow (Ssmff R/MH V1534 10 mm, Ssmff
Spezialdiaten Gmbh, Soest, Germany) ad libitum
Experimental design
Experimental setup consisted of a randomized block design Four experimental groups were
defined a standard laparotomy group (n=4) that received a saline injection, an aseptic
laparotomy group (n=4) that received a saline injection, a standard laparotomy group (n=4)
that received a fentanyl injection and an aseptic laparotomy group (n=4) that received a
fentanyl injection In all four groups, the average starting weight of the rats was 302 ± 20
(SD) grams Group size (n=4) was determined a priori with power analysis (expected effect
size = 2 5, α = 0 05, β = 0 8, 2-tailed hypothesis)
Anesthesia and analgesia
In all groups anesthesia was started in an induction chamber with 5 % isoflurane in an
oxygen nitrous oxide 1 1 mixture and continued by face mask with 2-3% isoflurane during
preparation and surgery
Aseptic surgical procedure After shaving the rats were placed in a laminar flow cabinet
Their skin was washed with Hibiscrub 4% (SSL Healthcare Nederland BV, the Netherlands)
and double disinfected with sprayed Chlorhexidine 0 5% in alcohol 80% (Certichem
Productions BV, Maiden, the Netherlands)
Standard surgical procedure Rats were shaved and placed on a workbench in the lab Their
skin was disinfected with a single alcohol 80% application (Certichem Productions BV,
Maiden, the Netherlands)
Subsequent to these preparations, a 3 ml/kg volume of either saline (saline groups) or
fentanyl 50 pg/ml (fentanyl groups) was injected IP This fentanyl dose was expected to
provide adequate analgesia for at least 2 up to 6 hours The isoflurane dosage was
temporarily diminished to 1-2% to prevent respiratory depression Body temperature (HP
78204A), pulse rate and oxygen saturation (Nonm 8600V, Nonm Medical Ine, Plymouth,
Minnesota) were monitored In the aseptic surgery groups, after evaporation of the alcohol,
the animal was covered with a fresh sterile drape Time between IP injection and skin
incision for the laparotomy was 5 minutes
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Laparotomy
A standardized 4 cm midline laparotomy was performed on the morning of day 0 After
opening of the abdomen, the intestines were gently manipulated for two minutes The wound
was closed with Vicryl 5/0 with continuous suture of the abdominal muscles and
intracutaneous continuous suture of the skin After surgery, the rat recovered in a clean cage
with fresh bedding and paper towels
For the aseptic laparotomies, the surgeon used a 2 minutes hand disinfection procedure with
Hibiscrub, finished off with Chlorhexidine 0 5% in 80% alcohol The surgeon was fully
gowned, including cap and mask, and wore sterile, surgical instruments were autoclaved
prior to use and surgery was performed in a laminar flow cabinet
For the standard laparotomies, the surgeon was not gowned and only used alcohol
disinfected gloves, surgical instruments were disinfected with alcohol prior to use and
surgery was performed on a clean table
Sedation score
Before the pain assessment procedure, all animals were scored for remaining sedative
effects on a scale from 0 (no sedation) to 3 (heavily sedated)
Pain assessment
Daily 10 minutes individual video footage was made of all animals in a separate video cage,
starting 1 hour preoperatively, then 2 hours post-op and every morning for the next four
postoperative days The video cage was cleaned after each recording
Data analysis and statistics
Behavioural data were collected by one treatment-blinded observer according to a subset of
the behaviour-based pain scoring system as defined by Roughan et al (Roughan and
Flecknell 2001, Roughan and Flecknell 2003) Briefly, laparotomy-mduced pain related
behaviour, in this article further referred to as pain related behaviour, was scored and
posture and locomotory behaviour was scored For all groups, the mean cumulative
incidence of pain related behaviour per 10 minutes (further referred to as cumulative pain
score) was calculated by summation of the incidence of the following individual pain related
behaviours per 10 minutes twitches, back arching, fall/stagger and writhing These four pain
related behaviours in this pain score system were selected, because previous research
(Roughan and Flecknell 2001) demonstrated that only these four behaviours showed
increased incidences in operated animals The mean durations were calculated for individual
posture behaviours, including crouch, high rear and low rear, and locomotory behaviours,
including normal walking, abnormal walking, grooming and stop behaviour Behaviour was
scored in Keys 1 01 (in house developed software package, Psycho-Neuro-Pharmacology
Department, UMCN, Nijmegen) As a reference variable, body weight was measured daily
before videotaping behaviour Body weights postoperatively were expressed as a percentage
of the preoperative body weight (relative body weight)
For the statistical analysis SPSS 12 0 1 was used To determine group differences, an
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed, followed by LSD post hoc analysis, with a 5%
significance level Group results are represented as mean (standard error of the mean)
frequency per 10 minutes for cumulative pain score or mean (standard error of the mean)
duration per 10 minutes for posture and locomotory behaviour

Results
A significant increase in cumulative pain score (Figure 1) was found in both saline groups on
day 0 and day 1 (p < 0 01) compared to preoperative values On day 0, there was a
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significantly lower cumulative pain score in both fentanyl groups compared to both saline
groups (p < 0.01). The laparotomy induced pain related behaviour was dominated by
abdominal twitches (Table 1).
A significant aseptic surgery effect on the cumulative pain score (Figure 1) was found within
both fentanyl groups on days 0, 1 and 2 together (p< 0.05). However, the aseptic surgery
effect on the cumulative pain score was smaller than the fentanyl effect and was not found
within both saline groups.
No differences were found in average sedation score between saline (score 0.5) and fentanyl
(score 0.3) groups. All groups scored only minimal sedation, since the maximum obtainable
score for sedation was 3.
A significant decrease in body weight (Figure 2) was found in all groups on day 1 (3-5%; ρ <
0.001) compared to preoperative values, followed by a steady recovery over the later
postoperative days. On day 4 the body weight was still significantly lower than the
preoperative value. However, no differences in body weight between groups were found.
The mean duration of high rear posture decreased significantly on day 0 (Figure 3) and the
mean duration of crouch posture (data not shown) increased in all groups on day 0 as
compared to pre- and postoperative days. However, no differences in high rear or crouch
posture between groups were found.
The mean duration of normal walking decreased significantly on day 0 (Figure 4) and the
mean duration of stop behaviour (data not shown) increased in all groups on day 0 compared
to pre- and postoperative days. However, no differences in normal walking or stop behaviour
between groups were found.
The mean duration of grooming increased in all groups the first three days in the
postoperative period as compared to preoperative values (data not shown).

Table 1 The mean frequency and standard error of the mean (SEM) of the individual pain related
behaviours that form the cumulative pain score for all groups (n=4) on day 0 (# /10 mm)
Behaviour
Twitches
Back arching
Fall/Stagger
Writhing
PainScore

Std+Saf
11.5 (1.9)
0 3 (0 3)
0
0.3 (0 3)
12.0 (1.7)

Asep+Sal'
9 0 (2 3)
0.5 (0.5)
0 3 (0 3)
15 (0 6)
11.3 (1.8)

Std+Fent'
2 8 (15)
0.8 (0 5)
0
0
3.5 (1.4)

Asep+Fent'
0 5 (0.3)
0
0 3 (0.3)
0
0.8 (0.5)

Asep: Aseptic Laparotomy, Std. Standard Laparotomy, Sal Saline, Fent Fentanyl; n/a' not
applicable; this behaviour was not registered for any individual within the particular group
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Standard laparotomy plus saline
Aseptic laparotomy plus saline
Standard laparotomy plus fentanyl
Aseptic laparotomy plus fentanyl

D4

Pre-op

Figure 1 The mean frequency (SEM) of the cumulative pain score pre-laparotomy (Pre-op),
immediately post-laparotomy (DO) and every morning of four subsequent days (D1, D2, D3, D4) for all
groups (n=4). ** = ρ < 0.01 for the difference in cumulative pain score on DO between fentanyl and
saline groups. * = ρ < 0.05 for the difference in cumulative pain score between the standard and
aseptic fentanyl groups on D0-2.
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• Standard laparotomy plus saline
• Aseptic laparotomy plus saline
Π Standard laparotomy plus fentanyl
D
Aseptic laparotomy
laparotomy plus
plus fenta
fentanyl
u Aseptic
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D4

Figure 2 The mean weight (SEM) pre-laparotomy (DO) and every morning of four subsequent days
(D1, D2, D3, D4) for all groups (n=4). The individual pre-operative weights are used as reference for
statistical analysis of the weight difference of all groups together (n=16) of DO compared to D I , D2,
D3 and D4. * " = ρ < 0.001 ; ** = ρ < 0.01 ; * = ρ < 0.05.
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• Aseptic laparotomy plus saline
Q Standard laparotomyplusfentanyl
-Aseptic laparotomy plusfentanyl

η
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Figure 3 The

DO

DI

D2

D3

D4

mean duration (SEM) of high rear pre-laparotomy (Pre-op), immediately post-

laparotomy (DO) and every morning of four subsequent days ( D 1 , D2, D3, D4) for all groups (n=4).
* = ρ < 0.05 for the difference in mean high rear duration of all groups together (n=16) on D1
compared to DO, D2, D3 and D4.
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Figure 4 The mean duration (SEM) of normal walking pre-laparotomy

MWÌKS2±r^^M
D3

D4

(Pre-op), immediately

post-

laparotomy (DO) and every morning of four subsequent days ( D 1 , D2, D3, D4) for all groups (n=4).
* = ρ < 0.05 for the difference in mean normal walking duration of all groups together (n=16) on D1
compared to DO, D2, D3 and D4.
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Discussion
The results of the present study indicate that the use of a single pre-operative fentanyl
injection results in a robust reduction of laparotomy induced pain related behaviour as
measured by the cumulative pain score 2 hours postoperatively. This reduction in pain
related behaviour over several days is larger when fentanyl is combined with aseptic surgery,
but the biological relevance of this aseptic surgery effect may be limited. The use of pain
related behavioural scoring is a more discriminative method to estimate postoperative
analgesic efficacy of opioids in rats than weight loss or other behavioural measures like
duration of postures or locomotion Since the animals were scored once a day in this study, it
cannot be ruled out that the cumulative pain score development in time of the fentanyltreated animals may have been different from the saline-treated animals between 2 hours
postoperatively and the following day. Unfortunately, it was logistically impossible to increase
the workload further with an extra post-operative video recording session on the day of
surgery. In the case that a delayed development of postoperative pain would be observed,
additional dosages of fentanyl or a single long acting dosage of buprenorphme would be
indicated.
Two phases of nociceptive input can be distinguished in the acute postoperative period.
Firstly, direct noxious input due to tissue damage of the surgery itself and secondly, indirect
noxious input caused by the subsequent wound inflammation. This inflammatory response
involves the release of pro-inflammatory mediators at the site, induction of peripheral and
central sensitization and hypersensitivity. The cumulative pain score in the laparotomy model
appears to be a sensitive tool to measure efficacy of opioids during the first phase, but
apparently is less suitable for studying opioid efficacy during the second phase (Brennan et
al. 1996; Brennan et al. 1997), because pain related behavioural scores decreased rapidly
after day 0, even in the control groups. This is in agreement with the findings of Roughan et
al. (Roughan and Flecknell 2004) in rats and Goecke et al. m mice (Goecke et al. 2005).
Variables like weight loss (Cooper et al 2005) and duration of specific locomotory or postural
behaviour appeared not to be sensitive pain indicators, as differences between groups could
not be demonstrated. Application of these variables as pain indicators therefore will increase
the chance to miss animals in pain. However, Martin et al. (Martin et al. 2004) did find a
restoration of locomotory behaviour after morphine application, but duration of high rearing
remained decreased despite apparent analgesia.
An aseptic surgical technique in combination with fentanyl treatment results in a reduced
variation in pain related behaviour as well as a lower pain score measured over several days.
These effects are small but significant. This is in agreement with several studies (Popp and
Brennan 1981; Bradfield et al. 1992; Cooper et al. 2000) that have described the effects of
(sub) clinical infections on experimental results in rodents. Aseptic surgery therefore
contributes to a higher reproducibility of animal models, will dimmish postoperative infections
and improve animal welfare.
Opioids are well known for their pre-emptive or preventive analgesic capacity (Woolf and
Chong 1993). If pain systems in the central nervous system are blocked intra-operatively by
potent analgesics, sensitization will be prevented, leading to strongly reduced postoperative
pain. This opioid property explains the large suppressive effects on pain related behavioural
scores in this study.
Respiratory depression is a well-known side effect of high doses of fentanyl in combination
with isoflurane anesthesia in spontaneously breathing animals. Therefore, the concentration
of isoflurane was immediately reduced upon injection of fentanyl to prevent occurrence of
respiratory depression in this study. Since anesthetic safety is important for routine use in an
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animal experimentation setting, isoflurane will be combined with a lower dosage of fentanyl in
future studies. This will reduce the risk of respiratory depression and may provide equal
analgesic efficacy.
A second side effect of the use of opioids is disturbed gastrointestinal motility. This sideeffect risk appears to be increased for specific opioids like buprenorphine, for higher opioid
dosages and for longer treatment periods (Cooper et al. 2005; Bomzon 2006) and differs
between rat strains (Jablonski et al. 2001; Thompson et al. 2004). In the current study, we
didn't notice any signs of disturbed gastrointestinal motility in the post-operative period.
However, postoperative opioid treatment should be tailored to the individual animal's needs
whenever possible to reduce the incidence of side effects. This tailoring of the need for
opioids can be achieved by pain assessment using a sensitive variable like the cumulative
behavioural pain score. However, the duration of pain related behaviour appears to be
limited to 24 hours post-operative, which makes pain assessment with this method difficult
after 24 hours. Also variations in the behavioural pain score during the first 24 hours should
first be investigated to assure that differences between fentanyl and saline groups can be
found consistently during this period. Combination of an opioid like fentanyl with a NSAID is
expected to further improve the safety profile of the postoperative analgesia and will be the
subject of future studies.
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Abstract
Although our understanding of nociceptive processing during anesthesia has increased
greatly over the last decade, still significant numbers of patients experience hyperalgesia and
acute pain postoperatively The noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model is
specifically designed and validated to quantitatively study the reaction on painful, multimodal
stimuli in animals under anesthetic conditions Since the anesthetic mechanisms differ
between inhalation anesthetics and opioids, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the
differential effects of isoflurane and fentanyl on the c-fos expression at the lumbar level as a
measure of nociceptive information transfer during general anesthesia The experimental
setup consisted of a randomized block design with four experimental groups Two light Ύ*
minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) isoflurane anesthesia groups (unstimulated / NIWR
stimulated) and two NIWR stimulated surgical anesthesia groups ( 1 % MAC isoflurane
anesthesia and 3Λ MAC isoflurane anesthesia combined with fentanyl 400-600 pg/kg/hr)
Following a two hour intermittent electrical stimulation period of the hind paw of the rat, the
number of Fos immunoreactive (Fos-IR) neurons in the dorsal horn was measured
quantitatively The mam suppressive effects on lumbar c-fos expression of isoflurane were
observed in the superficial lamina II (p=0 02), while fentanyl showed the strongest effects in
lamina V (p=0 05) This study demonstrates that the NIWR model combined with spinal
Fos-IR is a suitable and useful model to evaluate differential effects of inhalation anesthetics
and opioids on nociceptive information transfer during general anesthesia
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Introduction
Although our understanding of nociceptive processing, pain regulatory mechanisms and
effective pain management has increased greatly over the last decade (Edwards 2005), still
significant numbers of patients experience hyperalgesia and suboptimal pain control
postoperatively (Wilder-Smith and Arendt-Nielsen 2006) Further investigations, therefore,
are essential to increase our understanding of the neuroplasticity evoked by noxious
processing during anesthesia and use this knowledge to improve intra-operative anesthetic
and especially analgesic depth assessment and thereby ameliorate the post-operative
outcome for patients undergoing surgery (Woolf and Salter 2000, Brennan and Kehlet 2005)
Acute surgical pain models are useful to study nociception and the development of central
sensitization at the spinal level Many different models are available and each model has its
specific advantages and disadvantages (Le Bars et al 2001) Ideal model characteristics to
mimic spinal neuroplastic changes caused by surgical stimulation would include intense,
repetitive, multimodal noxious stimulation during prolonged periods of time The noxious
induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model is an animal model specifically designed and
validated to quantitatively study the reaction on painful, multimodal stimuli in animals under
anesthetic conditions and therefore represents an indirect index of analgesia (Duysens and
Gybels 1988, Duysens et al 1989) Additionally, the NIWR correlates closely with depth of
anesthesia (van den Broek et al 2006) The electrical NIWR stimulation mimics the
multimodal excitation pattern of different fibre types (Chang and Shyu 2001) that is evoked
by surgical incision and subsequent wound manipulations
In pain research, Fos immunoreactivity (Fos-IR) is frequently used as a quantitative neuronal
marker for spinal nociceptive information processing (Harris 1998, Coggeshall 2005) The
proto-oncogene c-fos is rapidly activated after noxious stimulation to express the protein Fos
in neurons that are situated in spinal laminae involved in nociceptive information transfer
Mapping c-fos expression in these neurons is at present the best global marker for efficiently
locating individual neurons that respond to nociceptive input
To validate the NIWR model for the study of central spinal sensitization during general
anesthesia, we chose isoflurane and fentanyl as representatives of two frequently used drug
groups in general anesthesia, namely inhalation anesthetics and opioids
Since the anesthetic mechanisms differ between inhalation anesthetics and opioids (Inturnsi
2002, Sonner et al 2003) and their combination may result in a synergistic anesthetic action,
the aim of the present study was to evaluate the differential effects of isoflurane alone or
combined with fentanyl on the c-fos expression at the lumbar level as a measure of
nociceptive information transfer during general anesthesia The absence of the hind paw
withdrawal reflex was used as a reference level of anesthesia Two different anesthetic
protocols were investigated that fully suppressed the withdrawal reflex, namely a high dose
of isoflurane protocol and a low dose of isoflurane plus fentanyl protocol

Materials and Methods
The protocol of this study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of the Radboud University Nijmegen and was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of
the EC Council Directive 86/609/EEC Twenty male Wistar rats were obtained from the SPF
breeding facility of the Radboud University of Nijmegen They weighed an average of 325 g
and were group housed under controlled conditions (12 hr light/dark cycle, lights on at 7 00
am, 21 ± 2°C) and allowed to acclimatize for 2 weeks They received water ad libitum and
standard rat chow (Ssmff R/MH, Ssmff Spezialdiàten Gmbh, Soest, Germany)
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Experimental design
Experimental setup consisted of a randomized block design Four experimental groups were
defined The LIN group (n=4) was not stimulated under light 3A MAC (1 1%) isoflurane
anesthesia Low dose Isoflurane Not stimulated The LIS group (n=6) was NIWR stimulated
under light % MAC isoflurane anesthesia Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated The HIS group
(n=4) was NIWR stimulated under surgical VA MAC (2 2%) isoflurane anesthesia High dose
Isoflurane Stimulated The LIFS group (n=6) was NIWR stimulated under surgical 3/4 MAC
isoflurane anesthesia combined with a continuous rated infusion (CRI) of fentanyl Low dose
Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated The fentanyl infusion was started 30 minutes before the
NIWR stimulation series and was individually titrated to fully suppress the NIWR, leading to
infusion rates ranging from 400 to 600 Mg/kg/hr The choice for the low and high isoflurane
anesthesia regimens was based on the minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) in rats
(MAC50 = 1 45%), leading to a Ύ* MAC (1 1%) light baseline anesthesia and a VA MAC
(2 2%) surgical anesthesia
In all groups, anesthesia was induced with 5 % isoflurane in an oxygen / air mixture
(FiO2=0 4) and continued at 2% isoflurane during the preparation period All rats were placed
in the stimulation setup in lateral position after intubation, intravenous access into the tail
vein and application of the electrical stimulation shoe on their left hind paw Isoflurane was
adjusted to 1 1% for the LIS, LIFS and LIN groups and to 2 2% for the HIS group Body
temperature (37 0 ± 0 5 0 C, dedicated equipment), ventilation (4 0 ± 0 5 % end tidal C02,
QP9000 mass spectrometer, CaSE Ltd , Biggin Hill, UK) and oxygen saturation (>95%,
Nonm 8600V, Nonm Medical Ine, Plymouth, Minnesota) were controlled Animals in all
groups received intravenous fluid support by a CRI at 8 ml/kg/hr, to which fentanyl was
added only for animals in the LIFS group After 30 minutes acclimatization in the
experimental setup, NIWR stimulation was started
The noxious induced withdrawal reflex model
An electrical multimodal noxious stimulation was applied by the stimulation shoe on the hind
paw of the rat and the isometncally developed tension of the withdrawal reflex was measured
quantitatively with a calibrated force displacement transducer (TB-611T, Nihon Kohden,
Tokyo, Japan) as a clinical measure for depth of anesthesia (in house developed data
acquisition system) The NIWR stimulation protocol consisted of a 500 ms tram of electrical
block pulses (100 Hz, 7 5 mA, 4 ms) that was repeated every 80 sec for 2 hours (Grass
CCU1 Constant Current and SIU5 Isolation unit, Grass Stimulator S88, Grass Technologies,
the Netherlands) Adequate depth of anesthesia for the HIS and LIFS groups was defined as
a continuing absence of the withdrawal reflex after the NIWR stimulation
Fos immunostainmq
Subsequent to the 2 hour stimulation period, anesthesia was quickly deepened with 5%
isoflurane and the animals were perfused via the heart with 75-100 ml saline, followed by
400 ml of cold paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (4% paraformaldehyde in 0 1
M PBS, pH 7 3), followed by removal of the spinal cord After overnight post-fixation in the
same fixative at 4°C, spinal cords were stored in cold buffered (0 1M PBS) 30% sucrose
Frozen cross sections of the lumbosacral part of the spinal cord (40 pm thickness) were
collected in 6 parallel series, and stored in cold 0 1 M PBS
Per animal, at least one series of free-floating sections was used for immunocytochemical
staining for Fos-IR (Antibody polyclonal anti-Fos antiserum, raised in rabbit, (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology Ine, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) diluted 1 20,000, room temperature, overnight)
After the second incubation of 90 mm in donkey anti-rabbit antiserum conjugated to
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peroxidase (1 1,500, Jackson Immunoresearch, Westgrove, PA, USA), sections were
incubated for 90 mm in Vector ABC-elite (1 800) (Vectastam, Brunschwig Chemie,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands) The Fos-antibody peroxidase complex was visualized by a
0 02% 3,3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlonde (DAB, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA),
followed by a 0 3% Ni-ammomum sulfate and 0 006% hydrogen peroxide treatment for a
blue-black staining of Fos-IR Sections were extensively rinsed with 0 1 M PBS in between
the successive steps
All sections of a series between spinal levels L2 and S2 were mounted on gelatin-coated
object glasses and dried overnight After dehydration in an alcohol series, sections were
cleared in Xylol and mounted in Entellan Further details of the immunocytochemical staining
procedures have been described before (Coolen et al 1998, Veening et al 2004)
Quantification procedures
Quantification of the caudal L4 lumbar sections
occurred by application of a grid square (40 pm for
lamina I, 80 pm for laminae II, V and X) Counting of
Fos-IR occurred in 3 grid squares at a magnification
of 10 χ 20 For each rat, the caudal lumbar L4
section with most Fos-IR was used for this
quantification procedure The spinal gray matter
was divided into Rexed's laminae, according to
Molanderet al 1984 (Molander et al 1984) and the
Figure 1 Reference figure to illustrate
rat brain atlas of Paxinos & Watson (Paxmos and
the laminar organization of the dorsal
Watson 2005), as illustrated for the lumbar dorsal
horn of the rat spinal cord at level L4
horn at the L4 level in Figure 1 In preceding pilotexperiments it was observed that the mam changes in Fos-IR could be observed in laminae
I, II, V and X These laminae were selected for quantification and inside the selected laminae
the locations of the selected squares were in the medial part of lamina I, and in the medial
parts of laminae II and V From Figure 3, it is immediately clear that in these parts of the
laminae most of the Fos-IR was detected This quantification method has been described
extensively before (Coolen et al 1998) The Fos-IR count can be used to measure relative
changes in neuronal activity per spinal lamina, but does not represent absolute numbers of
activated neurons After quantifying the numbers of Fos-immunoreactive neurons, the
statistical analysis in SPSS 12 0 1 of the numbers obtained in the different groups comprised
a Univariate Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test, followed by Mann-Whitney U
test post hoc analysis, with 5% significance levels Group results are represented as mean
(sem) Fos-immunoreactive neurons per 3 grid-squares

Results
Of the total study group of 20 animals, one animal of the HIS group was excluded because
tissue quality was inadequate for Fos-IR staining
The NIWR stimulation induced a robust withdrawal reflex in the LIS group and an absent
withdrawal reflex in the LIN group (Figure 2) Suppression of the NIWR in the HIS group was
very effective Full suppression of the NIWR in the LIFS group required high fentanyl infusion
rates ranging from 400 to 600 pg/kg/hr
In the LIS group (Figure 3A), NIWR stimulation resulted in a reproducible pattern of Fos-IR
ipsilaterally in the lumbosacral spinal cord (Figure 4) The highest density of Fos-IR neurons
was present particularly in the medial part of the superficial laminae I and II of the L4-L5
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lumbar segments. Also, in lamina V of the dorsal horn a substantial activation was observed
and to a lesser extent in the intermediate dorsal horn layers and in lamina X.
In the HIS group (Figure 3B), the overall number of noxious induced Fos-IR neurons was
significantly reduced in the examined dorsal horn laminae (Figure 4) compared to the LIS
group (38 versus 12 Fos-IR neurons, p=0.02). In lamina II, the Fos-IR was significantly
decreased compared with the LIS group (5 versus 17 Fos-IR neurons, p=0.02) and
compared with the LIFS group (5 versus 12 Fos-IR neurons, p=0.02).
In the LIFS group (Figure 3C), the overall number of noxious induced Fos-IR neurons was
not reduced (Figure 4). However, in lamina V, the Fos-IR was significantly diminished only in
the LIFS group compared with the LIS group (5 versus 11 Fos-IR neurons, p=0.05).
In the LIN group (Figure 3D), a few Fos-IR neurons could be detected in the superficial
laminae of the dorsal horn (Figure 4).
In all groups, in the ipsilateral ventral horn and all contralateral laminae, only a few Fos-IR
neurons were present in all groups (data not shown).
In conclusion, the main effects of isoflurane were observed in the superficial laminae, while
fentanyl showed the strongest effects in lamina V (Figure 4).

LIS

Figure 2 Representative examples of 20 min NIWR recordings (a total of 15 NIWR stimulations every
80 sec) for all experimental groups. LIS: Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated; LIFS: Low dose Isoflurane
plus Fentanyl Stimulated; HIS: High dose Isoflurane Stimulated; LIN: Low dose Isoflurane Not
stimulated. Noxious induction of the withdrawal reflex as measured by the isometrically developed
tension is illustrated for LIS, suppression of NIWR is illustrated for LIFS and HIS, stability of NIWR
baseline is illustrated for LIN.
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Figure 3 Microphotographs of Fos-IR at the caudal L4 level for all experimental groups. A, the amount
of Fos-IR in the ipsilateral dorsal horn in the Low-dose Isoflurane Stimulated (LIS) group: a high
density in the superficial layers and numerous activated neurons in the deeper layers; the insert shows
a detail of the superficial activation, similar to inserts in B, C and D; B, the activation in the High-dose
Isoflurane Stimulated (HIS) group; activation in the superficial layers is decreased but in the deeper
layers, activation is still considerable; C, the neuronal activation in the Low-dose Isoflurane plus
Fentanyl Stimulated (LIFS) group; the density of Fos-IR in the superficial layers has hardly changed,
but in the deeper layers less activation is present; D, the activation in the Low-dose Isoflurane Not
stimulated (LIN) group; only a few Fos-IR neurons can be detected. See legend of figure 2 for further
group details.
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Spinal Laminae
Figure 4 Differential Fos-IR expression for all experimental groups, clustered per spinal lamina. In the
High-dose Isoflurane Stimulated (HIS) group, the number of noxious induced Fos-IR neurons was
reduced overall in the dorsal horn laminae examined and specifically in lamina II compared with the
Low-dose Isoflurane Stimulated (LIS) group. The HIS group of Fos-IR neurons also was reduced in
lamina II compared with the Low-dose Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated (LIFS) group. The LIFS
group was not different overall, but was reduced in lamina V compared with the LIS group. See
legend figure 2 for further group details. Significance a: p< 0.05 compared with LIN; b: p< 0.05
compared with LIS; c: ps 0.05 for LIFS versus HIS.

Discussion
This study demonstrates for the first time that the combination of the NIWR model and
lumbar Fos expression is a suitable and useful model to study nociceptive information
transfer at the spinal level during anesthesia. The finding that the suppression pattern of
Fos-IR in the dorsal horn laminae differs between the HIS and LIFS groups is new. A high
dose of isoflurane preferentially decreased Fos-IR in laminae I and II, while the combination
of a low dose of isoflurane and fentanyl preferentially diminished Fos-IR in lamina V.
The NIWR stimulus is an electrical stimulus. Therefore, typical positive properties (Le Bars et
al. 2001) are that it is a quantifiable, reproducible and non-invasive stimulus and typical
negative properties (Le Bars et al. 2001) are that it excites peripheral fibers in a nonspecific
fashion, including nonnoxious fibers and that it bypasses peripheral receptors. The
nonspecific excitation ensures that all noxious fiber types are included, which hardly can be
arranged with a natural stimulus. However, nonnoxious large diameter fibers are more easily
excited, so supramaximal electrical noxious excitation is always accompanied by
supramaximal non-noxious excitation, which may activate inhibitory spinal mechanisms
before arrival of noxious action potentials in the spinal cord. Fortunately, it is known that
electrical tetanic stimulation comparable with NIWR stimulation is experienced as painful in
humans (Rehberg et al. 2004; Baars et al. 2005). It is also important to note that electrical
stimulation will induce maximal spinal c-fos when stimulation intensity is at Αδ/C-fiber
strength and will induce minimal spinal c-fos when stimulation intensity is at Αα/Αβ strength
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(Hunt et al 1987, Herdegen et al 1991, Herdegen and Leah 1998) The bypassing of
peripheral receptors is an advantage in our study, since it eliminates the bias of inhibitory
(opioid) effects on peripheral nociceptors This effect could otherwise dimmish spinal Fos
expression
The assessment of adequate anesthetic and analgesic depth in this study is based on the
absence of the hind paw withdrawal reflex The spinal withdrawal reflex arch consists of
dorsal horn projection neurons, interneurons and ventral horn motor neurons Therefore, one
can assume that the assessment of anesthetic depth is better correlated with the withdrawal
reflex than the assessment of analgesic depth, which particularly involves the dorsal horn
area This may partly explain why high fentanyl CRI were needed on top of % MAC
isoflurane to achieve sufficient anesthetic depth Sufficient analgesic depth may already have
been achieved at lower fentanyl infusion rates However, our anesthetic endpomt in this
study nicely illustrates that in contrast with high isoflurane protocols, low isoflurane plus high
opioid CRI protocols could leave superficial spinal laminae sensitive for peripheral input,
which may contribute to postoperative hyperalgesia In future studies, this hypothesis may be
assessed using von Frey hyperalgesia testing after anesthetic recovery
Our findings on the suppressive effects on Fos-IR of the combination of isoflurane and
fentanyl are new and can therefore only be compared with studies which investigated the
effects of each drug separately
The HIS effects on lamina l/ll are in accordance with the study of Jinks et al where Fos-IR
induced by mechanical clamping was measured during isoflurane or halothane anesthesia
(Jinks et al 2002) They observed that overall lumbar dorsal horn Fos-IR was suppressed in
the high isoflurane group, including superficial laminae l/ll and lamina V Their percentual
suppression in laminae l/ll and V was larger than in the present study, probably because our
stimulation was more intense and of longer duration The limited LIFS effects on lamina l/ll
and extensive suppressive effects on lamina V are in accordance with subplantar formalin
injection studies (Nakamura and Takasaki 2001, Lin et al 2003) and a noxious heat study
(Tolle et al 1994) In the first formalin study, Fos-IR was more decreased in lamina V than in
laminae l+ll by pretreatment with a fentanyl 0 5 pg dosage mtrathecally In the second
formalin study, a preferential Fos-IR decrease in lamina V was found using the formalin
model with a fentanyl 100 pg/kg dosage (Lin et al 2003)
In summary, the NIWR model combined with spinal Fos IR is a suitable model to evaluate
differential effects of inhalation anesthetics and opioids on nociceptive information transfer
during general anesthesia The suppression of Fos-IR by isoflurane and fentanyl in the spinal
laminae of the lumbar dorsal horn are in accordance with other studies using different
stimulus modalities
Further investigations are needed to broaden the scope of the combination of the NIWR
model and c-fos on nociceptive processing during anesthesia Firstly, by evaluating effects of
other anesthetics and analgesics and secondly, by extending the c-fos analysis to
supraspinal nuclei involved in nociceptive pathways This may contribute to a better
understanding of the relation between anesthetic depth assessment and the suppression of
nociceptive systems during surgery
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Abstract
Clinical pain management after surgery continues to be a major challenge. Further study of
nociceptive processing in the central nervous system is therefore mandatory. The noxious
stimulus induced withdrawal reflex model is specifically designed and validated to
quantitatively study the reaction on painful, multimodal stimuli in animals under anesthetic
conditions. Since the anesthetic mechanisms differ between inhalation anesthetics and
opioids, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the differential effects of isoflurane and
fentanyl on the c-fos expression in the brain as a measure of nociceptive information transfer
during general anesthesia. The experimental setup consisted of a randomized block design
with four experimental groups: two light % minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) isoflurane
anesthesia groups (unstimulated / stimulated) and two stimulated surgical anesthesia groups
(1/4 MAC isoflurane anesthesia and % MAC isoflurane anesthesia combined with fentanyl
400-600 pg/kg/hr). After two hours of intermittent electrical stimulation of the hind paw of the
rat, the number of Fos immunoreactive neurons in different brain nuclei was measured
quantitatively. Noxious electrical stimulation resulted in increased c-fos expression in a
number of brain nuclei, including nociceptive nuclei like the periaqueductal grey,
hypothalamus and thalamus. Neural activations in most brain nuclei were reduced when the
withdrawal reflex was suppressed by fentanyl, while neural activations only in the midline
thalamus were reduced when the withdrawal reflex was suppressed by a high dose of
isoflurane. This study shows that c-fos is a suitable tool to visualize nociceptive processing
during anesthesia. c-Fos may help to elucidate specific mechanisms of different anesthetics,
especially in combination with EEG and functional MRI studies.
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Introduction
Despite the use of multimodal intra- and postoperative analgesics, clinical pain management
after surgery continues to be a major challenge Forty one percent of all surgical patients
experience moderate to severe acute postoperative pain, while in a substantial number of
these patients the acute pain develops into chronic pain (Dolm et al 2002)
Central sensitization of spinal, mfratentonal and supratentonal regions involved in nociceptive
processing leads to the development of postoperative hyperalgesia and pain chromfication
Two important factors that contribute to postoperative hyperalgesia are surgical nociception
and opioids (Wilder-Smith and Arendt-Nielsen 2006)
Many aspects of central nociceptive processing are still unclear Our knowledge of the
function of supratentonal areas has increased by EEG and functional MRI studies in both
patient studies and animal models However, the function of mfratentonal areas, including
medullar and midbrain contributions to the descending control on spinal nociception (Price
2000), is more difficult to investigate with EEG and functional MRI It is difficult, because
surface EEG cannot detect neural activity in deeper brain nuclei and spatial resolution of
functional MRI is insufficient to detect activation in several subcortical small brain (sub)nuclei
Therefore, most experimental functional MRI studies have focused either at (sub)cortical
structures or at the spinal cord (Hess et al 2007)
In pam research, c-fos immunoreactivity (Fos-IR) has been frequently used as a quantative
neuronal marker to show the involvement of specific neurons in the processing of applied
noxious stimuli, in either spinal, supra- or mfratentonal areas (Harris 1998, Coggeshall
2005) The c-fos gene is rapidly activated after noxious stimuli to express the protein Fos in
neurons that are involved in the nociceptive information transfer in the central nervous
system As such, therefore, mapping Fos expression in these neurons is at present the best
spacial marker for efficiently locating populations of neurons that respond to nociceptive
input Fos-IR can in this way fill in the gap between functional MRI and localized
electrophysiological recordings in the spinal cord or brain
The noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) is a specific animal model designed to study
the reaction on noxious stimuli in animals under anesthetic conditions It can also represent
an indirect index of analgesia (Duysens and Gybels 1988, Duysens et al 1989) The NIWR
model provides a reliable starting point to study the Fos-IR activity of spinal (Sommers et al
2008), infra- and supratentonal bram areas after noxious stimulation
In the present study, we assessed the feasibility to study the noxious processing of both
supra- and mfratentonal brain areas by c-fos expression As a second step, we assessed the
differential suppression of noxious processing during two distinct anesthesia regimens
serving the same goal suppression of the NIWR reflex response The first anesthesia
regimen was a high dose of isoflurane and the second a low dose of isoflurane plus fentanyl

Materials and Methods
The protocol of this study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of the Radboud University Nijmegen and was conducted in accordance with the ethical
guidelines of the IASP (Zimmermann 1983) and the EC Council Directive 86/609/EEC
Twenty male Wistar rats were obtained from the SPF breeding facility of the Radboud
University of Nijmegen They weighed an average of 325 g and were group housed under
controlled conditions (12 hr light/dark cycle, lights on at 7 00 am, 21 ± 2°C) and allowed to
acclimatize for 2 weeks They received water and standard rat chow (Ssmff R/MH, Ssmff
Spezialdiaten Gmbh, Soest, Germany) ad libitum
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Experimental design
Experimental setup consisted of a randomized block design. Four experimental groups were
defined: The LIN group (n=4) was not stimulated under light 3λ MAC (1.1%) isoflurane
anesthesia: Low dose Isoflurane Not stimulated. The LIS group (n=6) was NIWR stimulated
under light % MAC isoflurane anesthesia: Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated. The HIS group
(n=4) was NIWR stimulated under surgical 11Λ MAC (2.2%) isoflurane anesthesia' High dose
Isoflurane Stimulated. The LIFS group (n=6) was NIWR stimulated under surgical % MAC
isoflurane anesthesia combined with a continuous rated infusion (CRI) of fentanyl: Low dose
Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated. The fentanyl infusion was started 30 minutes before the
NIWR stimulation series and was individually titrated to fully suppress the NIWR, leading to
infusion rates ranging from 400 to 600 pg/kg/hr. The choice for the low and high isoflurane
anesthesia regimens was based on the minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) in rats
(MAC50 = 1.45%), leading to a % MAC (1.1%) light baseline anesthesia and a 1/2 MAC
(2.2%) surgical anesthesia.
In all groups, anesthesia was induced with 5 % isoflurane in an oxygen / air mixture
(FiO2=0.4) and continued at 2% isoflurane during the preparation period. All rats were placed
in the stimulation setup in lateral position after intubation, intravenous access into the tail
vein and application of the electrical stimulation shoe on their left hind paw. Isoflurane was
adjusted to 1.1% for the LIS, HIS and LIN groups and to 2.2% for the HIS group. Body
temperature (37.0 ± 0.5 0 C, dedicated equipment), ventilation (4.0 ± 0.5 % end tidal CO2,
QP9000 mass spectrometer, CaSE Ltd., Biggin Hill, UK) and oxygen saturation (>95%,
Nonin 8600V, Nonm Medical Ine, Plymouth, Minnesota) were controlled. Animals in all
groups received intravenous fluid support by a CRI at 8 ml/kg/hr, to which fentanyl was
added only for animals in the HIS group. After 30 minutes acclimatization in the experimental
setup, NIWR stimulation was started.
The noxious induced withdrawal reflex model
An electrical multimodal noxious stimulation was applied via the stimulation shoe on the hind
paw of the rat and the isometncally developed tension of the withdrawal reflex was measured
quantitatively with a calibrated force displacement transducer (TB-611T, Nihon Kohden,
Tokyo, Japan) as a clinical measure for depth of anesthesia (in house developed data
acquisition system). The NIWR stimulation protocol consisted of a 500 ms train of electrical
block pulses (100 Hz, 7.5 mA, 4 ms) that was repeated every 80 sec for 2 hours (Grass
CCU1 Constant Current and SIU5 Isolation unit, Grass Stimulator S88, Grass Technologies,
the Netherlands). Adequate depth of anesthesia for the HIS and LIFS groups was defined as
a continuing absence of the withdrawal reflex after the NIWR stimulation.
Fos immunostaininq
Details of the immunocytochemical staining procedures have been described before (Coolen
et al. 1998; Veening et al. 2004). Briefly, animals were perfused with paraformaldehyde
subsequent to the 2 hour stimulation period. Frozen microtome cross sections of both the
lumbosacral spinal cord and the brain (40 pm thickness) were collected, immunostamed for
Fos-IR and prepared for microscopic quantification. The Fos-IR findings in the lumbosacral
spinal cord have been published in a separate publication (Sommers et al. 2008).
Quantification procedures
A qualitative quick scan for Fos-IR through the full brain of all groups was performed to
include in the subsequent quantitative analysis not only those brain nuclei that are known
from literature to be involved in pain processing or modulation, but also nuclei with a
promising differentiation in c-fos expression. This combination resulted in the selection of
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seventeen brain nuclei with c-fos expression in at least one of the groups. These included
four telencephalic nuclei: gyrus cinguli (Cg), perirhinal cortex (PRh), central amygdaloidal
nucleus (CeA), bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST) and four diencephalic nuclei: the
paraventricular thalamus (PV), the reuniens thalamic nucleus (Re), the paraventricular
hypothalamus (Pa) and the lateral hypothalamus (LH). A third group of nine nuclei with c-fos
expression was located in the brainstem: periaqueductal gray (PAG), locus coeruleus (LC),
raphe magnus nucleus (RMg), raphe pallidus nucleus (RPa), Darkschewitsch nucleus (Dk),
Edinger-Westphal nucleus (EW), solitary tract nucleus (Sol), parabrachial nucleus (PB) and
the area postrema (AP). All these seventeen nuclei were included in the quantitative analysis
of c-fos expression to discover differences in expression between groups. Details of the
quantification method have been described extensively before (Coolen et al. 1998). After
quantifying the numbers of Fos-IR neurons, the statistical analysis in SPSS 12.0.1 of the
numbers obtained in the different groups comprised a Univariate Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance) test, followed by Mann-Whitney U test post hoc analysis, with 5%
significance levels. Group results are represented as mean (sem) Fos-IR neurons per 3 gridsquares.
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Figure 1 Representative examples of 20 min NIWR recordings (a total of 15 NIWR stimulations every
80 sec) for all experimental groups LIS: Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated, the only group in which a
response is evoked (left); LIFS: Low dose Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated; HIS: High dose
Isoflurane Stimulated, LIN Low dose Isoflurane Not stimulated. Noxious induction of the withdrawal
reflex as measured by the isometncally developed tension is illustrated for LIS, suppression of NIWR is
illustrated for LIFS and HIS, stability of NIWR baseline is illustrated for LIN All groups are displayed
with the same force scale (Y-axis)
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Results
The NIWR stimulation induced a robust withdrawal reflex in the LIS group and a stable
baseline was demonstrated for the LIN group (Figure 1 ). Suppression of the NIWR in the HIS
group was very effective. However, full suppression of the NIWR in the LIFS group was only
possible at high fentanyl infusion rates, individually titrated to effect and ranging from 400 to
600 pg/kg/hr. Even at these high dosages a small NIWR response remained.
Two examples of different c-fos expression patterns between HIS and LIFS, both deep
anesthesia protocols, are shown in Figure 2. In the CeA, c-fos expression increases dose
dependent with high dose isoflurane, but is strongly reduced by fentanyl. In the PV, both
deep anesthesia protocols decrease c-fos expression compared to the control group LIN. A
full overview of all brain nuclei details, including topographical and functional anatomy, c-fos
expression and statistics, is presented in Table 1.

Figure 2 Microphotographs of two different c-fos expression patterns between HIS and LIFS, both deep
anesthesia protocols. Upper series represents the central amygdaloidal nucleus, while the lower series
represents the paraventricular thalamic nucleus. LIS: Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated; HIS: High dose
Isoflurane Stimulated; LIFS: Low dose Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated
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Table 1 Neural activation (Fos-IR) after NIWR stimulation and inhibition by high isoflurane or
isoflurane plus fentanyl.
Brain area

Fos-immunoreactive neurons
LIN
LIS
LIFS
HIS

Significance
A B C

Telencephalic
5 (4 (1)
4 (2)
Gyrus cinguli
3 1)
6 (2)
3 (2)
Perirhinal cortex
5 2)
7 (<
1 ((
9 (2)
9 (3)
Bed nucleus of stria terminalis
9 4)
Central amygdaloid nucleus
13 5) 17 (3) 22 (5)
2 (
Diencephalic
8 (1)
3 (1)
Paraventricular thalamus
6 1)
3 ((
2 (1)
Reuniens thalamic nucleus
11 3) 11 (3)
2 (
Paraventricular hypothalamus
7 1) 11 (5) 11 (6)
3 (•
5 (1)
Lateral hypothalamus
5 2) 10 (3)
2 (
Brainstem
4 (2)
7 (1)
Periaqueductal gray
4
4 (
12 (2) 10 (2)
Locus coeruleus
10
2 (
1 (1)
Raphe magnus nucleus
0
(0)
0 {
6 (2)
3 (2)
Raphe pallidus nucleus
4
1 (
13 (2) 11 (2)
10 ρ
Darkschewitsch nucleus
10
12 {
11 (2)
9 (2)
Edinger-Westphal
6
8 (1)
7 (3)
Solitary tract nucleus
4
6 (
Parabrachial nucleus
6
7 (1)
7 (1)
4 (
Area postrema
2_
6 (
5 (1)
6 (2)
"Depending on the size of the brain area: number of Fos-IR neurons in 3 grids was counted.
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NIWR stimulation resulted in increased c-fos expression in a number of brain nuclei. The
comparison between the LIS and LIN groups resulted in a significantly increase of Fos-IR for
the AP nucleus and increases in the PAG and Sol nuclei (Figure 3), just failing to reach
significant levels.
The inhibitory effects of a high dose isoflurane became visible in only a few brain nuclei. The
comparison between the LIS and HIS groups resulted In a significantly decreased c-fos
expression in the midline thalamus (Re and PV), while the LH and PAG returned to control
levels (Figure 3). In all these nuclei, a similar, but generally stronger, inhibitory pattern was
found for the other "deep anesthesia" group: LIFS.
The inhibitory effect of fentanyl on c-fos expression was generally a significant, strong
decrease in Fos-IR to levels even lower than the control group, but some areas were not
affected. The comparison between the LIS and LIFS groups resulted in a significantly
decreased expression in the CeA, BST, LC (Figure 4) and LH, PV, Re (Figure 3). No effects
were observed in CG, Dk, EW, RMg, Sol and AP.
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Figure 3 Neural activation (Fos-IR) effects by either NIWR stimulation or deep anesthesia. p-Values
after Mann-Whitney U post hoc test; #: p<0.10; *: pO.05; **: p<0.01. LIN: Low dose Isoflurane Not
stimulated; LIS: Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated; HIS: High dose Isoflurane Stimulated; LIFS: Low
dose Isoflurane plus Fentanyl Stimulated
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Figure 4 Neural activation (Fos-IR) effects specific for low dose isoflurane plus fentanyl infusion, pValues after Mann-Whitney U post hoc test; **: p<0.01. LIN: Low dose Isoflurane Not stimulated; LIS:
Low dose Isoflurane Stimulated; HIS: High dose Isoflurane Stimulated; LIFS: Low dose Isoflurane
plus Fentanyl Stimulated
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Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility to study noxious processing with the combination
of the NIWR model and c-fos expression The NIWR stimulus induces a reproducible Fos-IR,
especially in several mfratentonal brain nuclei, and offers a standardized model to study drug
effects on nociceptive processing
Further, we show that the two distinct anesthesia regimens result in differential suppression
of noxious processing The two distinct anesthesia regimens, namely high dosage isoflurane
and low dosage isoflurane plus fentanyl, appear to induce different Fos-IR profiles in the
brain, although both anesthesia protocols similarly suppress the NIWR reflex response
These distinct Fos-IR profiles may provide a new starting point to explain differences in
noxious processing during surgery and subsequently differences in post-operative outcome
in terms of pain, stress and recovery from surgery
NIWR stimulation effects on c-fos expression
The NIWR stimulation resulted in an increase in the area postrema and the periaqueductal
gray The area postrema nucleus is part of the circumventncular organs and forms an
interface between the central nervous system and the immune system Different
inflammatory mediators may contribute to activation of neurons within the area postrema,
thereby informing the brain directly about an inflammation within the body (Goehler et al
2006) One explanation for the AP activation found in this study may be the local
inflammation that arises after prolonged electrical stimulation of the hind paw Released
cytokines may have triggered the activation of the AP
The activation of the periaqueductal gray may be explained by direct input from the spinal
dorsal horn and / or the solitary tract nucleus It is known that the PAG is selectively activated
by specific classes of stress (Keay and Bandler 2002), including cutaneous pain, that evoke
passive coping in the awake state and that the PAG is also activated by hyperalgesia under
isoflurane anesthesia in fMRI studies (Hess et al 2007) The baseline c-fos expression may
be explained by a direct isoflurane effect as described previously for halothane (Clement et
al 1998), combined with handling and anesthetic induction stress
Isoflurane effects on c-fos expression
In this study, isoflurane baseline anesthesia already resulted in c-fos expression in a number
of brain nuclei (Table 1) This is in agreement with Hamaya et al who demonstrated that
different general anesthetics induce short term increases in c-fos expression (Hamaya et al
2000) However, in the latter study, no unanesthetized control group was included
Therefore, the effects of stressors on c-fos expression, including handling and restraint of the
animals, cannot be estimated It seems advisable to delay the noxious stimulation until one
hour after induction of anesthesia, to reduce baseline (anesthesia induced) c-fos expression
In the CeA, c-fos expression increased with higher dosage of isoflurane In a number of brain
nuclei, decrease of c-fos expression m the HIS group was found A similar but generally
more profound decrease was found in the LIFS group This may indicate that fentanyl
partially counteracts the c-fos expression that is induced by the isoflurane baseline
anesthesia Both findings are discussed in the 'deep anesthesia effects" paragraph
Fentanyl effects on c-fos expression
In this study, c-Fos expression is greatly decreased by the use of fentanyl (Figures 3 and 4)
This decrease appears to be specific for the analgesic fentanyl in the LH, CeA, BST and LC
and cannot be achieved in these brain nuclei by an increased dosage of inhalation
anesthesia Although the number of pain studies on c-fos expression in the brain is limited,
the decreased c-fos expression pattern in the brain resembles the effects found in a
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morphine and tramadol study using acetic acid IP injections in awake rats (Kovelowski et al
1998) Analgesic efficacy of opioids increases from the spinal cord, the brainstem towards
the (sub) cortical regions This was found for thresholds of the motor reflex, vocalization
during stimulation and vocalization afterdischarges after electrical stimulation preceded by
morphine or fentanyl (Borszcz et al 1994) Fentanyl infusion did not fully reduce spinal
dorsal horn c-fos expression by NIWR stimulation in our spinal c-fos publication (Sommers et
al 2008), the same used dosage of fentanyl in this publication very effectively decreased
supraspinal c-fos expression Pharmacological pain studies that focused on supraspinal c-fos
expression are limited c-Fos expression in paraventricular and lateral hypothalamus is in
accordance with a previous c-fos study (Dai et al 1993) that indicated a relation with stress
The activation of hypothalamic regions m the current study was previously found in a
functional MRI study (Chang and Shyu 2001) Especially the paraventricular hypothalamic
nucleus has an important role in stress integration (Kovacs 1998, Herman et al 2002), as
well as the central amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria termmalis
This greatly decreased c-fos expression after fentanyl infusion offers new opportunities to
use brain c-fos expression in pain studies as a complementary tool besides pain behaviour
or functional MRI to improve our understanding of pain mechanisms by identification of the
characteristics of c-fos activated neurons in the brain (Harris 1998)
"Deep anesthesia" effects on c-fos expression
In this study, the PAG together with the LH are the only two nuclei that show the expected
combination of increase in c-fos expression after noxious stimulation, combined with
reduction of c-fos expression when anesthesia or analgesia is deepened, ι e in the HIS and
LIFS groups Therefore the PAG and LH are of high interest in future studies to investigate
(pharmacological modulation of) nociceptive processing in the brain and correlate with the
suppression of the NIWR reflex behaviour
The induction of c-fos expression in thalamic regions like the paraventricular (PV) and
reumens (Re) nucleus are in accordance with previous findings after noxious stimulation
under anesthesia (Bullitt 1989, Bullitt 1990) Other studies have reported an inhibitory
antinociceptive role for the paraventricular nucleus in suppression of the hind paw withdrawal
reflex (Duysens et al 1989) and an increased pain behaviour after thalamotomy (Saade et
al 1999) Both observations underline the integrative, modulatory role of the paraventricular
nucleus Our findings may therefore indicate an activation of inhibitory thalamic pathways
Also the lack of c-fos expression in thalamic nuclei like the VPL, despite their obvious role in
nociception, is in line with previous publications (Bullitt 1990) This underlines the fact that
Fos-IR is a reproducible measure for neural activation, but absence of Fos-IR does not rule
out neural activation, e g in the somatosensory system including VPL and somatosensory
cortex
Limbic systems activation
Since most c-fos expression in the current study is found in limbic areas, this could be
attributed to different effects 1 ) pain sensation 2) stress 3) pain suppression
Nociceptive processing is not blocked during general anesthesia, but pain sensation is
absent due to consciousness Subcortical regions will still be involved in nociceptive
processing during anesthesia
The autonomic stress system mainly operates through activation of the HypothalamusPituitary-Adrenal (ΗΡΑ) axis This system is well preserved during general anesthesia, where
blood pressure rises and release of endogenous corticoids can be observed during invasive
surgery Stress induced by fear is blocked during general anesthesia, but may reflect pre
anesthetic conditions like fixation of the animals and induction of inhalation anesthesia
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These pre-anesthetic conditions may result m c-fos expression during subsequent general
anesthesia
Limbic and other brain nuclei's activation may also indicate their involvement in pain
processing as ascending nociceptive endpomt or as starting point for descending inhibitory
control The PV and the PAG nucleus are interesting in the pam systems as integration
centers of both sensory information and descending control We found that the neural
activation patterns show very interesting features After NIWR stimulation, there is a specific
c-fos increase in the PAG This increase can be diminished by both deep anesthesia
protocols high isoflurane and low isoflurane combined with fentanyl Therefore, the PAG
activation / deactivation pattern correlates very well with different anesthetics that decrease
nociceptive processing
Fos-IR and functional MRI similarities and differences
Animal pain functional MRI studies are generally performed under general anesthesia, either
by a-chloralose or isoflurane Activated brain areas are mostly cortical, including
somatosensory, motor and cmgulate cortex, but also thalamic, hypothalamic and sometimes
PAG activation The activations partly depend on the applied noxious stimulus, including
chemical (Moylan Governo et al 2006), thermal (Hess et al 2007) and electrical (Chang and
Shyu 2001, Lowe et al 2007) stimulation The found activated Fos-IR brain areas in this
study, including PAG, hypothalamus and thalamus, are in line with these functional MRI
studies Since the Fos-IR technique has a higher spatial resolution, this technique is a
valuable complementary tool in combination with functional MRI to understand the
mechanisms of nociceptive processing While fMRI studies define the larger involved brain
areas of the pain matrix, Fos-IR studies can specify which nuclei, subnuclei or even
individual neurons cause the found neural activity in the fMRI studies
Conclusion
In conclusion, Fos-IR is a valuable technique to study nociceptive processing during NIWR
stimulation, especially in mfratentonal brain areas Fos-IR can also be used to elucidate
differences in noxious processing, as demonstrated for high isoflurane and low isoflurane
plus fentanyl anesthesia The Fos-IR technique in the brain together with the NIWR model
can contribute to a further and better understanding of the function of the brain areas of the
acute pain matrix, especially when combined with complementary techniques like functional
MRI, EEG and MEG
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Introduction
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a very versatile scientific and diagnostic tool After
the discovery of the NMR phenomenon in 1946 by Bloch and Purcell (Bloch 1996, Purcell
1996) it has proven useful in physics, chemistry, biochemistry and biomedicme Nowadays
its most widespread application is in medical diagnosis under the name Magnetic Resonance
(MR) Imaging, based on conceptions for which Ρ Lauterbur and Ρ Mansfield received the
2003 Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine
After some early attempts, NMR of live intact animals started to be explored more widely in
the 1970,s (Lauterbur 1974, Hinshaw et al 1978, Ackerman et al 1980) Since then the
potentials of NMR to study anatomy, physiology and biochemistry in vivo in animals have
been utilized in numerous studies NMR machines designed for animal investigations are
found in major biomedical research institutions and are becoming a standard research
instrument at most advanced medical faculties Although NMR has been applied to a wide
range of animals including pinnipeds (Hochachka 2000), birds (van der Linden et al 2002),
sheep (van Cappellen et al 2003) and monkeys (Logothetis et al 2001) among others, by far
the majority of animals undergoing NMR examinations are rats and mice as these serve as
the mam model systems in biomedical research, mostly for practical reasons Interest in
NMR studies of mice has increased substantially due to the progress in the rapid generation
of transgenic mice and mice modified by random mutation, which provide powerful models in
studies of in vivo protein functions and as models of human disease By these new
approaches large numbers of specifically modified mice have become available and efficient
phenotypmg has become a real research bottleneck Because non-invasive imaging is
attractive for mice phenotypmg, dedicated mouse imaging centres are currently being
established NMR is a mam modality in these centres because of excellent non-invasive
imaging possibilities (Johnson et al 2002) and the potential for parallel mice examinations
with relatively high throughput (Bock et al 2003) These developments together with
continuing progress m diversification and innovation of MR methods and increased sensitivity
due to better hardware and higher field magnets, have given a strong impetus to NMR of
small laboratory animals Although no specific textbooks on animal NMR have been
published, some excellent introductions to in vivo NMR for scientific purposes, including
animal studies, have become available (Gadian 1995, Gillies RJ 1994)
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to give a comprehensive overview of all NMR studies in
laboratory animals but rather we focus on more practical aspects of m vivo NMR of animals
ι e practicalities and optimization of in vivo NMR spectroscopy of the mouse with some
illustrative examples, and anesthesiology and physiological monitoring of animals during
NMR experiments This is preceded by a brief description of the basics and available
methods of NMR as far as relevant for animal applications

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance basics
Some atomic nuclei possess a magnetic property that can be detected in an NMR
experiment The most important of these nuclei for biological applications are 1H (hydrogen
or protons) which occur in almost all biological compounds, 31P (phosphorus), present in
compounds such as ATP and 13C (carbon) which is also present in most body compounds
Because of their magnetic property these "NMR-sensitive" nuclei can be regarded as tiny bar
magnets Outside a magnetic field these "bar magnets", called spins in NMR terminology,
have a random orientation, but when placed in a strong magnetic field they align with the
direction of that field or are opposed to it Applying an oscillating magnetic field can bring
about transitions between these two orientations For this purpose a radiofrequency (RF) coil
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is used fitting the whole animal or wrapped around a specific part of the animal. After
application of the oscillating field, which is only turned on for a short moment (RF pulse), the
"tiny bar magnets" return to their original orientations. During this period energy is emitted
that induces a small current in the radiofrequency coil, which is detected by the NMR
spectrometer. The frequency ω of this current is proportional to the strength of the main
magnetic field Bo and the type of nucleus (represented by its gyro magnetic ratio y) according
to the Larmor equation: ω = γ. Bo. E.g. at the field strength of 7 Tesia, which at present is
used commonly for small animal studies, the resonance frequency for 1H is about 300 MHz.
The exact resonance frequency is also sensitive to the particular chemical environment of
the nucleus. The 1H nuclei in water have an equivalent environment and produce a single
signal. Other compounds with NMR nuclei in different environments, such as lactate with
methyl and methylene protons and ATP with three chemically different phosphate groups,
generate signals at distinctly different frequencies, the so-called chemical shift. Together with
other specific NMR spectral characteristics this provides a fingerprint for a compound that Is
used for its spectral identification. The intensity of an NMR signal of a compound is
proportional to its amount present in the volume seen by the NMR coil.
The main hardware components of an in vivo NMR system are the magnet with adjustable
field gradients, radiofrequency coils and spectrometer (Figure 1 )

Λ/ννν
Magnet

RF Probe

RF generator

Receiver

Display

Spectrometer

Figure 1 Schematic overview of the main elements of an NMR system

In vivo NMR imaging and spectroscopy of animals
While it may be useful to apply volume RF coils to image whole animals, it is more common
to use local RF coils or multiple coil arrays to select particular body parts or tissues, as this
allows for better sensitivity and spatial resolution. The variable distribution of NMR signals
over these body parts can be scanned to create an NMR image by imposing one or more
orthogonal linear field gradients on the animal while exciting nuclear spins with RF pulses.
After collection of data with a variety of gradient fields, deconvolution yields a one-, two-, or
three-dimensional image of that part of the animal located within the sensitive area of the RF
coil. Typically, the image is formed on the basis of the NMR signal from protons of water.
Thanks to the abundant presence of water in living soft tissue, an image with high spatial
resolution can be constructed. The signal intensity in a given volume is a function of the
water concentration and spin relaxation times (T1 and T2). Local variations in these three
parameters provide the vivid anatomical contrast observed in NMR images. In small living
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animals a spatial resolution of about 100 μΜ can be routinely achieved in brain studies within
acceptable measurement times.
Next to detailed morphological information, NMR may also uncover more functional aspects
of the animal body. These applications of NMR are rapidly growing and are often presented
under umbrella names such as functional, molecular or cellular NMR. An important
characteristic of NMR is its sensitivity to water movement, which can be exploited in various
ways. For instance MR angiograms can be obtained (Bauer et al. 1995; Beckmann 2000). An
example of our own work on mouse brain is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 NMR images of the mouse brain. (Left) Transversal T2 weighted NMR image (Right) NMR
angiogram of the same mouse showing major blood vessels. This image was acquired with a threedimensional time-of-flight method using a Tr= 22 ms.

Diffusion and perfusion processes can also be monitored (Gillies 1994; van Dorsten et al.
1999). With so-called diffusion tensor imaging it is possible to follow axonal tracts (van Zijl
and le Bihan 2002). The transient binding of water to macromolecules is exploited in
magnetization transfer experiments (Henkelman et al. 2001). Furthermore the water signal
may be affected by "magnetic active" compounds of which the clinically used lanthanide
based NMR contrast agent Gd-DTPA is best known. When this compound is administered
intravenously to the animal it only has an effect on the water signal at locations where it
passes by and thus acts as a contrast agent. This property can be employed to study
vascularity and vessel wall permeability such as in tumours (van der Sanden et al. 2000).
Other particles can also be used to enhance specific contrasts such as manganese for
neuronal tracts (van der Linden et al. 2002; Lin and Koretsky 1997) or iron in ultra-small
particles of iron oxide for vasculature (Leenders et al. 2003; Robinson et al. 2003). An
example of the latter application is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Coronal NMR images of the mouse brain. (Left) A 256 χ 256 NMR image; Te = 15 ms, Tr =
3500 ms, 0.5 mm slice and FOV 40mm. (Right) After the application of ultra small particles of iron
oxide. Note the specific decrease in signal intensity reflecting well-vascularized regions of the brain.

In fact, the production of new smart NMR contrast agents is a very active field of research
with great promises (e.g. to image gene expression) that is explored in many animal studies
(Meade et al. 2003; Weissleder et al. 2000). Another exciting development is the possibility
of following cell migration after labelling of the cells with contrast agents (Bulte et al. 2002).
An endogenous contrast agent is provided by deoxyhemoglobine, which affects the intensity
of the water signal in particular MR image recordings. When it is replaced by oxyhemoglobin
the intensity of the water signal changes in these MR images, which can be visualized in
difference images. In this way changes in local blood level oxygen-dependent (BOLD)
contrast can be viewed (e.g. at activated brain locations) (Hyder et al. 1994), which has
become known as functional MRI (Figure 4).
NMR or MR imaging has to do with the spatial distribution of the strong 1H signals of body
water and fat. When NMR is performed on other compounds by 1H NMR, 31P NMR or 13C
NMR one usually speaks of NMR spectroscopy. As these compounds are much less
abundant than water and fat the associated signals are much less intense. The sensitivity of
the NMR experiment in vivo requires that compounds are present at concentrations of about
0.1 mM or more. Furthermore they usually also have to be small (molecular weight 500 or
less) to be detectable. With these restrictions about 30-50 metabolites remain, which may be
observed by in vivo NMR spectroscopy. Thus it is possible to monitor aspects of
biochemistry and physiology related to these compounds in vivo in animals (Gillies RJ 1994).
For the acquisition of localized NMR spectra special methods have been developed, but
employing essentially the same hardware, i.e. RF coils and magnetic field gradients (Gadian
1995; de Graaf 1998).
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Figure 4 Functional activation of rat brain after left forepaw stimulation. Gradient echo NMR images
are obtained before and during electrical stimulation. The images were subtracted; the subtraction
image was colour coded and overlaid on a control image. Areas of brain activation are visible in the
right cortex.
Because NMR is a non-destructive technique it can be used in longitudinal experiments. In
this way NMR imaging or spectroscopy may be applied to the same animal several times
during a certain period such as postnatal development (Heerschap et al. 1988; in 't Zandt et
al. 2003) or tumour growth (van Vaals et al. 1991) or in one experimental session NMR
images or spectra may be obtained sequentially to follow dynamic changes (e.g. changes in
brain oxygenation (Hyder et al. 1994) or in energy metabolism in skeletal muscle during
electrical stimulation (van Deursen et al. 1993) ). This non-destructive character also allows
NMR experiments to be combined with other imaging modalities (optical or nuclear methods)
or with invasive analysis such as histopathology (e.g. in the case of tumours (van der
Sanden et al. 2000) ).

Magnet and gradient system
Both vertical and horizontal magnets with a clear bore diameter of about 9 cm or more can
be used for small animal studies, but for practical and physiological reasons magnets
allowing a horizontal position of the animals are often preferred. Available field strengths of
these magnets, commonly used for small animal NMR, range from 4.7 up to 9.4 T. Horizontal
magnets up to 11.7 Τ are also offered, whereas suitable vertical bore magnets can be
obtained up to 17.6 T. Although higher field strengths have some obvious advantages such
as increased intrinsic signal-to-nolse ratio (SNR) and chemical shift dispersion, the overall
performance of a system is determined by many factors (such as RF quality and fielddependent changes in relaxation times) and the choice of a magnet with a particular field
strength should be the balanced outcome of these factors in relation to the anticipated usage
and costs of the magnet, which is proportional to bore size and field strength.
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Likewise, shielded gradient systems have better potential performance with high field
amplitude and rapid rise times, and maximal field gradient amplitudes are commonly in the
order of 100-1000 mT/m with rise times between about 100 and 500 ps, very much
depending on the size of the clear bore
Also of importance are the shim coils in the magnet to optimize field homogeneity, which
should include second order terms at sufficient power levels (Gruetter et al 1998) To work
with an unstable system in terms of drifting resonance frequency is a frustrating experience
Proper room temperature stability is crucial in this respect

Practicalities and optimized radio frequency hardware for in vivo
NMR spectroscopy of the mouse.
This section gives an overview of the different setups developed in our laboratory in order to
perform proton, carbon and phosphorous MR spectroscopy focusing on brain and skeletal
muscle tissue of the mouse m a horizontal magnet at a field strength of 7 0 Τ (Magnex
Scientific, Abingdon, England) interfaced to a spectrometer (Surrey Medical Systems,
Surrey, England)
General aspects
Scaling down from human to mouse size corresponds to a decrease by a factor of about 15
in linear dimension If one wishes to have NMR resolution in proportion to this scaling for
spatially related metabolic or morphological information with a similar signal-to-noise ratio,
this means that sensitivity has to be increased by 153 Thus the measurement of NMR
images or spectra from small volumes in the mice requires specific optimization of hardware
Higher sensitivity is mainly achieved by employing local RF detection coils at the dimensions
of the animals For example m 31P NMR studies of skeletal muscle of transgenic mice we
used a 0 8 cm diameter coil that fits the hind limb of the animals (van Deursen et al 1993)
Sometimes for high sensitivity and spectral resolution it is necessary to perform semimvasive experiments, e g to study the salivary glands of the rat by 31P NMR we had to build
a special coil in which the glands could be placed after surgical exposure leaving the
neurovascular system intact (Heerschap et al 1988) In addition to coil optimization it is
important to minimize interference from RF sources located outside the magnet
Furthermore, in general sensitivity can also be increased by performing NMR of mice at the
highest possible field strength A potential problem when measuring on the millimetre scale is
motion, which can be minimized by optimizing the mechanical setup of the probe including a
fixation device, and to anesthetize the mouse As a consequence, the physiological condition
of the mouse has to be monitored
Standard setup
All of our coils are mounted in a standard frame of Perspex with copper disks mounted at
both ends to close the Faraday cage of the magnet bore Tune and match sticks and cables
are guided through tubes mounted in these disks In the middle of the frames, a construction
can be installed containing the RF coil for NMR In this manner RF-coils may be changed
rapidly without needing separate frames for every coil The frame is kept half open in the
middle to allow easy access to the coil and the animal
Many NMR spectroscopy experiments last more than 2 h and occasionally can take up to 6
hours Up until now we have mostly used inhalation anesthetics, applied by a nose cone, as
an easy way to keep the mouse under anesthesia for such a long time period In our setup, a
gas mixture of isoflurane, oxygen and nitrogen is used The composition of this mixture is
continuously monitored using a gas analyser The animal is kept warm using a warm water
circuit and the rectal temperature of the animal is monitored using a fluoroptic thermometer
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This thermometer is connected to a computer using a RS232 port, which allows the display
of the temperature of the animal as a function of time graphically. Breathing of the animal is
guarded using an optical respiratory gating apparatus (Sirecust 401, Siemens). Parameters
available are the amplitude and the frequency of the respiration. With this information tiny
adjustments in the percentage isoflurane in the gas mixture can be performed, which proved
to be necessary when the animal is under anesthesia for a long time (> 2 hours).
Radiofrequencv-shielding
For RF shielding an aluminium cage is connected to the rear side of the aluminium frame of
the magnet cryostat. All shim and gradient cables enter this cage through low-pass ll-filters
(Young 1988) with cut-off frequencies of about 1 MHz. The gradient coil (Magnex) enters the
magnet from the rear side and its conductive extension is fixed to the aluminium mechanics
of the cryostat. At the front side of the magnet a similar cage is mounted. These extensions
couple capacitively with the 6-cm-long copper disks at both ends of the probe tube that close
the Faraday cage (Figure 5).

Figure 5 NMR probe and shielding of the magnet. (Bottom) Measurement probe with RF coil, tube
for anesthetics and plastic tubes containing warm water to keep the mouse at the right temperature.
(Center) Probe holder made from a large Perspex tube, which is closed at both ends by copper disks
with smaller copper tubes. The measurement probe, containing the RF coil, is placed in the open
middle part of the holder. (Top) Front of the 7 Τ magnet. After mounting of the animal the probe
holder is inserted into the magnet bore. The iron shielding around the cryostat and the copper
shielding at the end of the bore and around the preamplifier (at the left of the magnet) assures
minimal magnetic and electric disturbances.
The RF signal from and to the RF coils enters through standard SMA connectors (Suhner).
All nonconductive materials, such as tuning sticks, warm water and gas hoses, and glass
fibers, are fed through relatively long conductive tubes. If the length and the diameter of such
a tube are chosen carefully, the tube acts as a waveguide with a typical high-pass filter
behaviour (Young 1988). These tubes are positioned at both sides of the probe to enable
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active removal of gases, thus preventing a local increase in the concentration of anesthetics
or CO2.
The transmit/receive switches and small band preamplifiers, placed in an aluminium cabinet,
are situated at the left side of the passively shielded magnet at a distance of approximately 1
m from the probe-connector. A double-shielded coaxial cable of this length still does not
suppress environmental interference enough. Therefore, at the front side of the magnet and
the cabinet, an extension with copper plate boxes is placed (Figure 5). A copper tube where
the coaxial cable is guided through interconnects these boxes. After tuning, matching and
selecting the desired RF path, the boxes are closed to create a Faraday cage.
General coil design
NMR spectroscopy experiments can be carried out with different nuclei, which makes it a
powerful and attractive tool to study metabolism. If, however, nuclei other than protons are
considered, the RF probe should have the possibility to operate both at the frequency of
protons and at that of the nucleus of interest. By using the strong signal of water protons
from the tissue itself the local homogeneity of the magnetic field can be optimized (shimming)
and NMR images can be made as guides for localization. In general, additional losses due to
the noise coupling between both frequencies should always be minimized because it
degrades the performance for the nucleus of interest. Therefore for every nucleus dedicated
RF-coils are designed next to a 1H coil. A high signal-to-noise ratio was obtained by
positioning the mam RF-coil closely to the object to be measured. The coil was made
resonant and balanced at the desired frequency by using fixed capacitors (American
Technical Ceramics) inside the coil loop. The fine adjustment of the resonance frequency
and the matching to 50 Ω is done by small, variable capacitors (Voltronics) positioned to the
coil as close as possible to minimize feed losses. Extended tuning sticks are used to tune
and match the coil when it is inside the magnet. The 1H coil is designed to have an
orthogonal RF field with respect to the first coil and the mam magnetic field. This coil can
therefore be used for shimming, localizing and decoupling without any practical interference
with the mam coil.
Radiation losses are minimal because the designed coils are relatively small (Jackson 1962)
Therefore it is not necessary to use a closely positioned RF screen. If, however, such a RF
screen is needed to suppress signals arising from other tissue, the screen is slit and closed
by a relatively large capacitance for RF to minimize eddy current effects
31

Ρ NMR spectroscopy of mouse hind limb
In most experiments, the mouse leg is placed in a vertical position as shown in Figure 6 with
the mouse body in a natural horizontal position. To create the highest sensitivity combined
with a homogeneous B-, field, a three-turn solenoid coil with a diameter of 8 mm is used.
Outside this solenoid coil, an Alderman-Grant type of coil (Alderman and Grant 1979) is
placed for shimming only (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Schematic overview of the probe for 31P NMR of hind limb skeletal muscle of the mouse.
The hind leg is positioned in the solenoid coil and the foot is fixed. The mouse is kept under
anesthesia, while temperature and respiration are monitored. A copper plate prevents the acquisition
of signals arising from the whole mouse instead of the skeletal muscle of the hind leg. A diaphragm
plate can be used to apply ischemia on the hind leg.

A minimum distance of 5 mm is maintained to prevent coupling between the proton and the
phosphorous coil. In addition, a copper plate is used to prevent undesirable signals arising
from the body of the mouse instead of the muscles of its hind leg. For metabolic challenging
we often applied ischemia to the hind leg using a diaphragm plate. The position of the plate
can be manipulated from outside the magnet. The force by which the plates push is
calibrated at 5 - 10 Newton, which was found to make the hind leg ischemic without
damaging muscle tissue. To minimize the displacement of the hind leg, the force is applied
from two sites simultaneously. Otherwise, the quality of the shimming and the quality of the
tuning of the coil may decrease dramatically.
An example of a 31 P NMR experiment performed with this coil is shown in Figure 7. It
demonstrates the use of a magnetization transfer method to identify the absence of enzyme
activity in creatine kinase knockout mice.
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Figure 7 Phosphorus-31 NMR spectra of mouse skeletal muscle obtained with the setup shown in
Figure 6 (A) Spectra of wild type mouse (left) and creatine kinase deficient mouse (right) Three ATP
peaks and a peak for phosphocreatme (PCr) are clearly seen (B) Spectra obtained with irradiation on
the γΑΤΡ peak for 1 sec This magnetic labelling can be transferred via the creatine kinase reaction to
the phosphate of PCr (see bottom left) (A and B) Difference spectra clearly showing this transfer in
the wild type muscle (left) but not in creatine kinase-deficient muscle (right) Exchange between γΑΤΡ
and PCr is not possible anymore (bottom right)
1

H decoupled 13 C NMR spectroscopy on mouse hind limb
For the 13C-NMR experiments, the same coil setup is used as described earlier for 31P-NMR
spectroscopy. Because the NMR frequency, at 7 T, of 13C (76 MHz) is lower than that of 31P
(122 MHz), an additional turn on the solenoid is possible, resulting in a slightly better quality
(Q) factor of the resonator. An issue in 13C NMR spectroscopy is the interaction between
carbon and proton spins. The so-called J-couplmg may complicate 13C NMR spectra and
decreases the SNR as the signal integral of one carbon spin is divided over several peaks.
To decouple this interaction RF power is transmitted at the proton frequency (300 MHz)
during reception of the 13C-NMR signal. During this period, the amplifier is not blanked and
therefore the noise level at the 13C NMR frequency may increase enormously. This additional
noise has to be minimized to allow proper acquisition. The first step is to minimize the
electromagnetic coupling between the two coils. An Alderman-Grant type of coil was used
(Alderman and Grant 1979), which has an orthogonal RF field with respect to the solenoid
1
coil and leads to a coupling of -40dB. The coaxial cable to the H coil is not matched to 50 Ω
13
at the C NMR frequency. Therefore, the cable also acts as a transmitter for 13C RF-noise.
This 13C RF-noise is filtered by a homemade seven-pole Chebyshev (high pass) filter through
the RF screen with a cut-off frequency of 235 MHz The home-built small-band preamplifier is
designed for low power levels only. During reception of the 13C NMR signal, too much RF
power at the 1H frequency will enter into the preamplifier and degrade the performance of the
amplifier. A high-order, low-pass filter (Trihthic) with a cut-off frequency of 88 MHz was used
to prevent this problem. Altogether this only results in a (additional) noise level of less than
5% due to the 1H-decoupling. We have used this setup to measure the uptake of 13C4
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labelled creatine in mouse skeletal muscle (in 't Zandt et al. 2003) and are currently In
progress to realize a similar setup for 13C NMR of mouse brain (Renema et al. 2003).
1

H NMR of mouse skeletal muscle
The coil construction depicted in Figure 6 is not suitable to achieve the desired quality for
localized proton NMR spectroscopy of the mouse muscle. The distance between the
Alderman-Grant coil and the mouse leg is too large. For that reason a smaller, anatomically
shaped Alderman-Grant type of coil was constructed (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Construction of the 1H coil for the hind limb skeletal muscle of the mouse. The coil is
balanced by a fixed tuning capacitor. Fine tuning and matching is done by variable capacitors.

This coll has the advantage that the angle of the coil and the mouse leg with respect to the
main magnetic field can be changed without paying too much penalty with respect to the
signal to noise ratio (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 Perspex construction that provides the possibility of changing the angle of the coil and the
leg with respect to the main magnetic field direction. The desired angle of the coil is fixed with plastic
screws. If the angle of the leg changes much {>40°), the height of the whole setting is changed to
position the center of the coil in the center of the magnetic field for optimal homogeneity.
This proved to be very useful in studies where it is desirable to change the angle of the leg
with respect to Bo (in 't Zandt et al. 2000). Because the coil is mainly polarized in the χ
direction, a rotation of the coil around this axis only results in a small signal loss. Finite
element analyses based on Maxwell equations indicate that the signal loss is less than 3%
(Maxwell software by Ansoft). Localized 1H MR spectroscopy requires large switching
gradient fields, which can cause eddy-current artefacts. The end rings of the coil are
therefore opened by relative large capacitances (470 pF), which are closed for RF. When the
angle of the coil is fixed at larger angles (>40°), the height of the whole insert is adjusted in
order to put the center of the coil in the center of the magnetic field for an optimal
homogeneity of the magnetic field.
31

P NMR spectroscopy of mouse brain
In order to measure 31P-NMR detectable metabolites in the mouse brain, a surface coil is
used most of the time (Holtzman et al. 1989; Holtzman et al. 1997). The advantage of this
concept is a simple coil design combined with high sensitivity close to the coil. Localization is
achieved due to the limited penetration depth of the RF-field of a surface coil. To avoid
unwanted signal contributions of nonbrain tissue containing significant amounts of 31P-NMR
detectable metabolites, the skin and underlying muscle tissue are often removed. This
invasive operation makes longitudinal studies problematic. In studies on genetically altered
mice, it might be unwanted to sacrifice the animal, if further studies on the same animal have
to be performed or if due to certain phenotypic consequences of a genetic lesion, only a
small number of animals are available. This was one of the main reasons to develop a
technique to perform 31P-NMR in a completely non-invasive manner. As a consequence
proper localization with field gradients is needed. For the RF setup, this demands a 1H coil
for shimming and imaging and a 31P coil with enough RF penetration depth to cover the
whole brain. The probe housing should also contain the setup to keep the mouse under
anesthesia, to monitor its condition and have a fixation device to prevent motion artefacts.
The challenge is to realize this setup on the small scale of the mouse brain.
Preliminary experiments with a single surface coil revealed that the signal to noise ratio of 31P
NMR spectra was not satisfactory. A way to improve the signal to noise ratio is the concept
of quadrature transmission and reception of the RF signal. It will make the transmission of
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RF-power more efficient during transmission and increases the signal to noise ratio during
reception.
When an oscillating RF-field is applied at for example the x-axis, the magnitude of the
oscillating Bi-field varies in amplitude. It is straightforward to show that the efficiency is then
r/4

lcos0de = -lV2

: (70%)

The efficiency can be increased using two perpendicular (or quadrature) coils, each fed with
alternating currents 90° out of phase. If the precession direction of the B^field is
anticlockwise, like the movement of the effective B-field, the applied Brfield is always parallel
to Beff and the efficiency will be 100%. During reception, the addition of the two signals after
phase matching will result in signal enhancement by a factor of 2. The inductive coupling
between the two coils is zero since the fields are orthogonal. In this situation the noise from
these coils is not correlated. This results in a noise enhancement of only a factor V2.
Effectively, the signal to noise ratio will therefore increase by a factor of 2Λ/2 = V2. The 90°
phase shifting during both transmission and reception is realized by a narrow-band
quadrature-hybrid (Chen and Hoult 1989).
To realize a quadrature mode configuration we have selected the concept of two slightly
overlapping surface coils (Adriany and Gruetter 1997). Both surface coils with 16 mm
diameters are shaped anatomically to fit as closely as possible to the brain (Klomp et al.
1999). This complete configuration is then shifted inside a cylindrical 1H MR volume coil,
based on the Alderman-Grant concept (Alderman and Grant 1979). To maintain sufficient
image quality for good localization, this coil has a diameter of only 33 mm. Additional stereo
tactic fixation is realized by a teeth bar and ear plugs of Perspex (Figure 10).
Alderman-Grant coil

Tune/match
sticks

aneasthetics

Perspex earbar

31

P-RF quadrature
coil

Warm water circuit

Figure 10 Mechanical and electronic setup to perform localized 31P NMR spectroscopy on the mouse
brain. The mouse with the two loop 31P quadrature coil around the ears is shifted into the AldermanGrant 1H coil and kept under anesthesia using isoflurane. The two 31P quadrature coils and the proton
coil yields six tuning/matching sticks.
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Mouse brain proton N M R
For high 1 H NMR sensitivity a surface coil is used with an elliptical shape (15 mm by 11 mm)
optimized for the geometry of the mouse brain. The mechanical setup, including stereo tactic
fixation, is essentially the same as described for the localized 3 1 P NMR experiments.
Examples of 1 H NMR spectra of the mouse brain obtained with this configuration are shown
in Figs. 11 and 12.
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Figure 11 Proton NMR spectra obtained from a 4-μΙ voxel in the hippocampus / cortex area of the
living mouse brain (the voxel is indicated in the NMR images). NMR localization was performed with a
STEAM sequence (Te = 10 ms, Tm= 15 ms, Tr = 5 sec). Signals are observed for various compounds
such as N-Acetylaspartate (NAA), glutamate (Glu), glutamine (Gin), phosphocreatine and creatine
(PCr/Cr), choline (Oho), taurine (Tau), Inositol (Ins) and several other compounds not indicated in the
spectrum.
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Figure 12 Proton spectroscopic NMR image (multivoxel dataset) of a slice through the mouse brain.
(Top left) Transversal localizer image showing the grid from which the spectroscopic imaging dataset
was obtained. Data were selected by the STEAM sequence from the large box. (Bottom) Individual
NMR spectra from voxels in this box. (Top right) An enlarged spectrum of the indicated voxel shows
the same resonance as in Figure 11. tCr is PCr and Cr, Glx is glutamine and glutamate.

Anesthesia and physiological
experiments

monitoring of animals

in

NMR

The actual time to record a routine NMR image of water in the body varies between about 1
sec and a few minutes, and longer if high resolution images are needed. To obtain an NMR
spectrum of metabolites up to 60 min may be needed. Unpredictable movements of the
animal if awake may spoil these recordings. Therefore it is necessary to keep the animals
under (mild) anesthesia during the measurements. In the majority of cases anesthesia is
used to achieve hypnosis in the presence of autonomic stabilization. Occasionally analgesia
is also used or muscle relaxation in more demanding experiments.
In the case of plain MRI standard types of simple anesthesia are sufficient. However, if
metabolic or physiological processes are studied, accurate maintenance of homeostasis
becomes important and the anesthetic approach has to be designed very carefully because it
may interfere with metabolic or physiological processes under investigation (Flecknell 1996;
Kohn et al. 1997; Miller et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 1995). First, a choice has to be made in the
way the anesthetics will be applied. One may select between injection (intraperitoneal.
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intravenous or continuous infusion) and inhalation. In the latter case it is possible to let the
animal breathe freely an anesthetic gas mixture via a nose cone or to ventilate the animal
(oral intubation or tracheotomy). The first way is the easiest but control over the adequacy of
respiration is hardly possible, the last approach gives much better modes of anesthesia
control, but requires more expertise, especially in smaller animals such as rats and mice.
Furthermore, the choice of the anesthesia itself is important (e.g., in brain studies concerning
metabolism, function or pathological processes such as ischemia). Common anesthetics
such as isoflurane, halothane, ketamine, propofol and pentobarbital may have very different
effects on cerebral blood pressure and blood flow (CBF) and on cerebral oxygen
consumption. Cerebral oxygen consumption is reduced variably by these anesthetics leading
to less neuronal damage during ischemia; it may also reduce the extent of the BOLD signal
in fMRI experiments. More dramatic are the differences in CBF changes with these
anesthetics and because this is part of the BOLD phenomenon they require careful attention
in fMRI studies. Blood pressure in the brain may be shifted to critical auto regulation limits
with increasing concentration of the anesthetic.

Figure 13 Setup for NMR of rat brain. The Ή coil for the brain is clearly seen as well as the oral tube
for ventilation of the animal.
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In studies of tumour models the location of the tumour in the animal in combination with the
selected anesthetics is important when vascularization, hypoxic conditions or effects of
therapy are of interest In the common subcutaneous xenograft models attention should be
given to the usually occurring reduction in systemic vascular resistance, which may cause
peripheral vasodilatation Accumulation of carbon dioxide often will occur during inhalation
anesthesia with a nose cone, because of respiratory depression This will also cause
peripheral blood vessel dilatation and may blunt the effect of vasodilator approaches, such
as treatment with carbogen (95% O2 and 5% CO2) breathing Thus ventilation may be a
better choice to start at normocapmc conditions Equally important as fine control over
parameters such as oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, is control over the temperature of the
animal because this is likely to drop due to anesthesia Temperature may affect various NMR
parameters such as diffusion and chemical shift The control of temperature is usually
achieved with a bed or blanket under the animal with circulating warm water, and some
cases, such as subcutaneous xenografts extruding from the body, may need special
attention
From the aforementioned overview of anesthesia it becomes clear that physiological
monitoring of the animals during an NMR experiment is needed under all circumstances
Monitoring devices have to be MR compatible Furthermore, in the case of small animals,
devices have to deal with high-frequency heart and respiratory rates, and low air volume and
flow during ventilation Very basic parameters that can be monitored, e g for plain NMRI, are
body temperature (e g using a fiber-optic rectal probe) and regularity of respiration (e g via
a strain gauge) In more advanced physiological experiments it is advisable also to monitor
blood oxygen (e g via a pulse oximeter attached to the hind paw), heart rate (ECG with
filtered leads to be MR compatible) and carbon dioxide levels (e g via a capnograph or mass
spectrometer) The latter monitoring only makes sense in combination with ventilation of the
animal (Figure 13)
Advanced invasive monitoring may include blood pressure measurements or arterial blood
gas analysis In the course of an NMR experiment, which may last for several hours,
physiological changes can be counteracted via the regulation of temperature, ventilation or
anesthesia level before these become detrimental
If anesthesia is not desired some investigators mount the animal in the NMR probe in such a
way that it cannot move using a three-point fixation with a teeth bar and earplugs To prevent
high stress levels extensive training of the animal is usually required to adapt to the fixation
and high noise levels inside the scanner
Because the anesthesiology and monitoring field of animals has expanded tremendously
during the last few decades and an NMR researcher usually needs to focus his attention fully
on the course of the NMR experiment during more complicated examinations, it is generally
a good idea to employ a skilled person who is only concerned with animal anesthesia and
monitoring This may be a bio-technician or veterinary anesthetist, who may also assist in
small operations or in inserting arterial infusion lines for the administration of contrast media

NMR and animal use
Because of the non-invasive nature of the NMR method, its use has several particular
advantages Most importantly animals can be investigated repeatedly over periods of time in
longitudinal studies Therefore, use of a large number of animals is not needed However, it
is necessary to keep the animals under anesthesia during NMR experiments to avoid
movement artefacts which may pose considerable discomfort to the animals, especially in
longitudinal experiments
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As the animal remains intact, NMR can be combined with other (invasive) analyzing
methods This is important in optimizing the scientific outcome of a study with a limited
number of animals
The impact of NMR on the reduction or increase in the number of animals used in
experimentation, on the refinement of experiments and on replacement by other assays
(Balls et al 1995) depends on the particular employment of the method (Heerschap 1997)
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Abstract
Isoflurane can be a valuable alternative for a-chloralose anesthesia in functional MRI (fMRI)
studies. Therefore, we compared the efficacy of the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
effect in fMRI studies during isoflurane and a-chloralose anesthesia sequentially in the same
animals. After non-invasive instrumentation for ventilation and monitoring, series of T2*
weighted MR images were acquired during forepaw stimulation, first under isoflurane, then
followed by a-chloralose anesthesia. The results demonstrated that isoflurane and
a-chloralose were both suitable to perform this fMRI experiment. The center of activation was
at the same stereotactic position for both anesthetics and matched the primary
somatosensory cortex. Under the applied conditions, the BOLD response during isoflurane
anesthesia declined in magnitude during the first stimulation period, as compared to
a-chloralose. From this study we conclude that since isoflurane has several positive
properties in comparison to a-chloralose, including fast pharmacokinetics and suitability for
repeated measurements, it is a valuable alternative for anesthesia in fMRI studies of rats.
Abbreviations used
ACL, a-chloralose; AP, anterior-posterior; AUG, area under the curve; BOLD, blood oxygenlevel dependent contrast; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume; DV, dorsoventral; fMRI, functional MRI; IPPV, intermittent positive pressure ventilation; ISO, isoflurane;
MAC, minimum alveolar concentration 50%, ML, medio-lateral; ROI, region of interest; S1,
primary somatosensory cortex
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Introduction
Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast is commonly used in experimental and
clinical functional MRI (fMRI) studies to map activated areas in the brain Brain function in
human subjects is usually measured when they are awake and at rest Most fMRI
experiments in animals are performed to gam more insight in basic functioning of the brain or
as a model to understand human brain function However, anesthesia is often a necessary
prerequisite for successful fMRI experiment in animals The two mam benefits are that no
movement artifacts occur during the experiments and that the risk of a stress response by
the animal is minimized
Since anesthetics per definition alter the state of the central nervous system and thereby
may alter brain function and impair homeostatic mechanisms, the interpretation of animal
fMRI studies to understand human brain function needs to take into account potential bias
caused by side effects of the used anesthetics The way in which anesthetics interact with
components of the central nervous system markedly differs between several groups of
anesthetics, due to their pharmacological differences (Lukasik and Gillies 2003) Hypnotics
for example inhibit cortical activity, while opioids mainly act at the subcortical and spinal
level Inhalation anesthetics form an intermediate group At low concentrations, memory
function is impaired and cortical activity reduced At high concentrations, spinal responses
are also blocked Therefore, in all experiments equal levels of anesthesia are required to
standardize sensory input to the cortex and subsequent fMRI responses
Two solutions exist to make sure that the anesthesia protocol does not interfere with the
research question Firstly, it is possible to refrain from using anesthetics and to measure in
awake animals In this case, extensive training of the animals to habituate them to the MRI
environment and setup is necessary to obtain reliable results, since untrained animals will
show a pronounced stress response (Sicard et al 2003) and, therefore, will impair correct
scientific interpretation and animal welfare Secondly, it is possible to use an anesthesia
protocol In this case, it is important to choose anesthetics that minimally interfere with the
central nervous system components under investigation Suitable anesthetics can be
selected, based on their pharmacological properties
α-Chloralose is most frequently used in fMRI experiments in animals, although it has become
obsolete in most other types of animal experiments It has some negative properties
(Silverman and Muir 1993), including poor solubility, slow pharmacokinetics, development of
metabolic acidosis and hyperreactivity to auditory stimulation Apart from these side-effects,
it can only be used in terminal experiments, because it also induces peritonitis and adynamic
ileus
Isoflurane does not have these negative properties It has fast pharmacokinetics, provides
adequate muscle relaxation, maintains the acid-base balance and is very suitable for
repeated measurements Furthermore, as its concentration can be measured on-line, it is
easier to maintain constant levels of anesthesia At a concentration of 1 minimal alveolar
concentration 50% (MAC, -1 45%) isoflurane anesthesia, flow-metabolic coupling of the
cortex persists (Hansen et al 1989) Therefore, it seems a suitable alternative candidate for
fMRI studies The use of isoflurane as baseline anesthetic in stimulation induced BOLD
response studies has been introduced in spontaneously breathing rats (Liu et al 2004),
during hypercapmc conditions (Sicard et al 2003) and in pain studies (Hess et al 2007)
Recently, the usability of isoflurane for fMRI, field potential and cerebral blood flow has been
studied in the forepaw stimulation model in the rat with promising results (Masamoto et al
2007) However, there has been no direct comparison of the strength and spatial extent of
the BOLD effect between isoflurane and α-chloralose anesthesia in a single experiment
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Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the efficacy of the BOLD response during
isoflurane and a-chloralose anesthesia sequentially in the same animals

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
Radboud University Nijmegen
Animal preparation
Male Wistar rats, weighing 250-300 g, were kept on a 12h 12h light-dark cycle and fed with
standard laboratory chow and water ad libitum Anesthesia was induced in an induction
chamber with 5% inspiratory isoflurane in 100% oxygen When sufficiently anesthetized, the
animals were orally intubated and ventilated with intermittent positive pressure ventilation
(IPPV) During preparation, anesthesia was maintained with 2% inspiratory isoflurane
Preparation of the animals included placement of two copper wire stimulation electrodes
subcutaneously in the left forepaw, a rectally inserted fiberoptic thermometer, an intravenous
infusion line in the tail vein and application of a pulse oximeter sensor (8000FI-30) ) on the
hind paw The rats' body temperature was kept at 37 0 ± 0 5 °C with a heating pad and fluid
balance was maintained by continuous infusion of saline 10 ml/kg/h Variables that were
monitored included end tidal carbon dioxide (4 0 ± 0 5%, Nonm N-1000 capnometer),
temperature (Luxtron Fluoroptic 700), pulse rate (400 ± 25 bpm) and oxygen saturation (>
95%, Nonm 8600V pulse oximeter) After preparation of the animals, isoflurane anesthesia
was reduced to 1 2% and a series of fMRI images was measured (n=6) Subsequently, in the
same animals, a bolus ι ν injection of a-chloralose 80 mg/kg (a-chloralose-HBC complex,
Sigma-Aldnch Chemie Gmbh, Germany) was followed by a continuous infusion of 40
mg/kg/hr and isoflurane anesthesia was discontinued Previous pilot experiments with a
dedicated mass spectrometer (QP9000 mass spectrometer, CaSE Ltd , Biggin Hill, UK)
demonstrated that after one hour, isoflurane end tidal values dropped below detection levels
(<0 1%) Therefore, after a washout period of one hour, a second series of fMRI images was
measured (n=6)
MR setup
MR images were acquired on a 7T/120mm horizontal bore magnet (Magnex) which was
connected to a MRRS spectrometer (Guildford, England), equipped with actively shielded
150mT/m gradient coils (Oxford Instruments, England) RF pulses were applied with a 22
mm diameter send and receive surface coil The center of the surface coil was placed above
the bregma of the rat
Scout images were acquired in coronal, sagittal and horizontal planes to align the coronal
imaging planes of the functional series with the primary somatosensory cortex as described
in the Paxmos rat brain atlas (Paxmos and Watson 1998) In all cases, the field of view was
32 mm and the slice thickness 1 mm Anatomical high resolution images were acquired with
a spin echo sequence, matrix size 128x128, TR = 3 secs, TE = 40 ms Functional BOLD
series were acquired with a multislice FLASH sequence, matrix size 64x64, TR = 250 ms, TE
= 10 ms, pulse angle = 30 degrees
The rats were stimulated with a 3 Hz, 0 5 ms, 1-2 mA stimulation sequence For each fMRI
evaluation two off-on cycles were collected, each cycle consisting of 6 baseline (stimulation
OFF) images followed by 6 stimulation images (stimulation ON), resulting in a 16 second
stimulation period Before data collection, four dummy images were used to reach steady
state magnetization
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Data analysis
From the raw data, Manning filtered images were reconstructed with the MRRS image
reconstruction application, version 6 2 The fMRI datasets were analyzed in MEDx version
3 4 2 with the functional MRI module Briefly, for each series of volumes, the intensities were
globally normalized and a correlation analysis with temporal autocorrection was executed
Final assessment of significance at ps 0 05 was performed with a resel correction procedure,
resulting in a corrected Z-value of 3 6 Regional analysis of the somatosensory cortex was
used to extract intensity time series for the activated 3D somatosensory cluster (3x3x3
voxels) These time series were used for a one-way ANOVA group analysis (SAS Institute
Ine, version 8 02, Cary, NC, USA) for each anesthetic condition for the relative BOLD
activation (AS/S) The same 3D somatosensory cluster in each individual animal was used
for both anesthetic conditions
Coronal MRI slices were compared with anatomical slices in the stereotactic rat brain
(Paxinos and Watson 1998) The center of activation was measured in antenor-postenor
(AP), dorso-ventral (DV) and medio-lateral (ML) directions and transformed to stereotactic
coordinates of the coronal slice in the atlas

Results
Identical BOLD fMRI location
To analyze if the efficacy of the BOLD response during isoflurane and a-chloralose
anesthesia was comparable, we sequentially performed an fMRI series during isoflurane and
during α-chloralose anesthesia in the same animals
With this set-up we can accurately compare the differences between the anesthetics without
inter-animal variation We analyzed 6 animals in total and the results are illustrated for one
representative animal in Figure 1 Already by eye, it is clearly visible that the activation center
is the same during isoflurane and α-chloralose treatment
To investigate if the stereotactic position of the center of activation matched the contralateral
forepaw area of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) for isoflurane and α-chloralose, we
measured this stereotactic position and compared it with the S1 coordinates in the Paxinos
and Watson rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson 1998) For both anesthetics, the activation
center matched the stereotactic coordinates of the S1 area and was identical between both
anesthetics (Table 1, Figure 1)
It should be mentioned that throughout the experiments, all monitored physiological variables
remained within the normal range During electrical forepaw stimulation, the pulse rate
increased only 5-10% Naturally all animals remained sufficiently anesthetized during the
whole study
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Figure 1 Statistical maps of BOLD effects in a paired forepaw stimulation experiment in one
representative animal out of six. It shows in three adjacent slices the similarity in localization and
volume of activation between measurements with ISO and ACL, as well as co-localization with the S1
region of the forepaw area in the stereotactic atlas of Paxinos (PAX) (Paxinos and Watson 1998)

Table 1 Overview of stereotactic coordinates (mm) of individual and group centre of
activation during isoflurane and a-chloralose fMRI series, according to the Paxinos and
Watson rat brain stereotactic atlas (Paxinos and Watson 1998).
Chloralose

Isoflurane
Animal

A-P'

D-V

M-L

A-P

D-V

M-L

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

1.7
1.5
1.4

4.6
4.5
4.2
3.6
3.9

1.6
1.5

3.8

1.5
1.2
1.5
1.4

4.6
4.5
4.2

1.5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Mean

0.2

1.5

4.1

0.2

1.5

iooL

1.2
1.6

(SD)
J22L
A-P: anterior-posterior; D-V: dorso-ventral and M-L medio-lateral direction.
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3.4
4.1
3.7
4.1
(0.5)
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BOLD fMRI magnitude differences
Apart from the location, also the magnitude of the BOLD response is an important parameter
during fMRI studies. To estimate if the magnitude of the BOLD response was comparable for
isoflurane and α-chloralose, we calculated the magnitude with a region of interest (ROI)
analysis on the contralateral S1 for each animal and both anesthetics. These results were
used to calculate group averages of the BOLD magnitude for isoflurane and α-chloralose
(Figure 2). Although there is a significant difference in the average area under the curve
(AUG) for the BOLD activation during the first stimulation period (p<0.05), both anesthetics
operate similar in the BOLD response during ON and OFF state (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Comparison of the group average BOLD activation during the experiment between isoflurane
and α-chloralose. Group average (n=6) per anesthetic was calculated from the regional analysis of
each individual animal's activated 3D somatosensory cluster (3x3x3 voxels). The same 3D
somatosensory cluster was used for both anesthetic conditions. ON indicates stimulation period; OFF
indicates no stimulation; numbers indicate subsequent volumes from fMRI series.

Discussion
In the present study, we demonstrate that the magnitude of the BOLD activation during
isoflurane anesthesia is comparable to α-chloralose anesthesia and suitable to perform
robust fMRI experiments. To our knowledge, the current study is the first publication that
compares the BOLD fMRI activation sequentially for isoflurane and α-chloralose in the same
animals.
The main advantage of the use of isoflurane is that the same animals can be measured at
several times. Therefore, it is now possible to investigate the same animals in sequential
experiments, for example during the development of the brain or during the functional
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recovery of stroke This reduces group variation and thus improves the power of statistical
inference
Besides the comparability in BOLD magnitude, we also demonstrated good anatomical colocalization with the central position of the BOLD response between the two anesthesia
protocols The fMRI regions found with both anesthetic regimes correspond with the primary
somatosensory area as defined in the Paxmos stereotactic rat brain atlas
g-Chloralose BOLD effects
In this study, a-chloralose is a bit more sensitive A couple of contributing factors may
account for this observation, including differential effects on cortical depression, cerebral
blood flow and depth of anesthesia Both anesthetics cause similar cortical depression
effects at the dosages used in the present study Only a-chloralose anesthesia decreases
cerebral blood flow to half of the blood flow under awake conditions (Nakao et al 2001)
Since there is a close correlation between CBF and BOLD at high field (Silva et al 1999), the
reduced baseline CBF results in a decreased BOLD baseline signal Therefore, BOLD
differences may be easier to achieve during somatosensory stimulation
Isoflurane BOLD effects
On the contrary, isoflurane maintains or even increases baseline cerebral blood flow
(Maekawa et al 1986) Since a low baseline CBF improves sensitivity for the detection of
activation, it is very important to limit this increase as much as possible Three parameters
can be modulated to accommodate for this phenomenon minimizing the concentration of
isoflurane, modest hyperventilation and/or hyperoxygenation Lowering the concentration of
isoflurane will in itself decrease the cerebral vasodilation as mentioned above It will also
improve activation-flow coupling during activation (Hansen et al 1989) and reduce cortical
depression (Maekawa et al 1986) Modest hyperventilation will partially counteract the
remaining CBF increase by reduction in partial arterial carbon dioxide tension, therefore
increasing the pH in the extracellular fluid of the brain This leads to venoconstnction in areas
with a patent autoregulation Finally, maximal oxygenation will reduce CBF with about 12%
(Jacobson et al 1964), but has a limited effect on BOLD fMRI (Sicard and Duong 2005) The
decreased sensitivity of fMRI BOLD imaging by hypercapmc and hypoxic conditions has
been shown by Sicard and Duong (Sicard and Duong 2005) Obviously, the baseline signal
during the a-chloralose experiments was also reduced by the latter two components
The anesthetic mechanisms of action differ between isoflurane and a-chloralose Isoflurane
suppresses sensory processing preferentially at the spinal level (Antogmm and Schwartz
1993), whereas a-chloralose mainly depresses thalamic processing Indeed, Masamoto et al
have shown that an optimized stimulation protocol improves cerebral blood flow response
measured by laser doppler flowmetry during isoflurane anesthesia (Masamoto et al 2007)
and leads to comparable results as seen during a-chloralose anesthesia It is important to
limit the stimulation strength to prevent the shift from a somatosensory, non-noxious towards
a supramaximal, noxious profile The latter stimulation setup will lead to a "noxious" BOLD
activation pattern in the brain instead of a "non-noxious" profile (Chang and Shyu 2001) We
think that for isoflurane fMRI, an increased stimulation frequency is better comparable to the
original somatosensory forepaw stimulation model under a-chloralose anesthesia (Silva et al
1999) than an increased stimulation intensity as suggested by Liu et al (Liu et al 2004)
It is known that a substantial part of the somatosensory activation during a-chloralose
anesthesia is facilitated by acoustically mediated arousal (Burke et al 2000) This acoustical
arousal bias may also contribute to differences in AUG during a-chloralose compared to
isoflurane anesthesia in the first stimulation period (Figure 2)
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We expect that we can further improve the maximum BOLD response during isoflurane
anesthesia by lowering the isoflurane concentration, introducing modest hypocapnia and
increasing the stimulus frequency (Masamoto et al. 2007).
Halothane BOLD effects
Halothane is commonly used in the preparation phase of most fMRI rat experiments The
increased baseline CBF during isoflurane anesthesia raises questions towards side effects of
halothane anesthesia during the preparation phase of an fMRI experiment on the BOLD
response that is finally measured with α-chloralose anesthesia. At 1 MAC, halothane
baseline CBF is 20% higher than that of isoflurane (Hansen et al. 1988). Besides this,
pharmacokinetics tend to be much slower during halothane than isoflurane anesthesia. This
will extend the period during which changes in cerebral physiology may hamper robust fMRI
measurements to several hours (Albrecht et al. 1983). Therefore, long delays may be
necessary until fMRI measurements can be performed under subsequent α-chloralose
anesthesia. This is another advantage for isoflurane.

Conclusion
In conclusion, excellent performance of fMRI studies is possible under isoflurane anesthesia
that leads to robust BOLD activation. It is our expectation that the feasibility of this
anesthesia regimen is not limited to somatosensory cortex, but to other primary sensory
areas as well. The clear advantages of isoflurane anesthesia compared to α-chloralose,
including fast steady state achievement and the powerful option to design longitudinal
measurements, will facilitate the application of fMRI in new research fields.
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Chapter 8
In this thesis, a series of studies is described that focuses on the alleviation of pain and
discomfort for laboratory animals (rats) caused by instrumentation, surgery and pain
modeling In each chapter, our findings are discussed in detail All studies show that the
alleviation of discomfort for rats caused by pain can be achieved by the implementation of
refined approaches on either pain control for laparotomies in biomedical research or on
analgesiometnc testing in translational pain research Here, in this general discussion, the
highlights and key issues of this thesis will be reviewed and suggestions for future research
will be addressed

Refinement of analgesiometric testing in translational pain research
is feasible by the use of anesthesia
In chapter 2, a review of the literature on alternatives for analgesiometnc testing was
performed This review concludes that the use of light isoflurane anesthesia can be
implemented with preservation of the required reflex conditions in some pain models,
including tail flick and withdrawal reflex models Because these animals can be tested under
anesthesia, they will not consciously experience pain It is very likely that the use of
inhalation anesthetics in pain research will contribute significantly to the welfare of laboratory
animals in analgesiometnc tests However, it should be realized that analgesiometnc testing
under anesthesia provides information about nociception rather than pain Hence, not in all
specific pain research questions, the use of inhalation anesthetics can be advocated
It is important to realize that the number of original publications in this review that compared
both the awake response and the response under anesthetic conditions, is limited Also,
studies that compare two different anesthetic techniques within the same study are currently
not available Therefore, our recommendations are preliminary and should be used with
caution Further research is required to provide evidence based recommendations A
broader evaluation and validation of the use of anesthetic techniques for each reviewed
analgesiometnc test will be required to provide definitive recommendations It is impossible
to refine complex observational behavioral analgesiometnc testing by the use of anesthesia,
since these complex behavioral outcome measures are suppressed by the use of
anesthesia

Further analgesic refinement of laparotomies in biomedical
research in rats is possible by pre-operative fentanyl injection
The reported use of analgesics in experimental surgical procedures in rodents was recently
reviewed (Stokes et al 2008) for the periods 2000-2001 and 2005-2006 There was an
increase in the reported administration of systemic analgesics from 10% in 2000-2001 to
20% in 2005-2006 This finding indicates that there is a high need for implementation and
improvement of post-operative pain control in rodent surgery
Most publications regarding improvement of post-operative pain control in rodents originate
from Roughan and Flecknell (Roughan and Flecknell 2001, Roughan and Flecknell 2003,
Roughan and Flecknell 2004) Their recent studies focused on evaluation of post-operative
pain control by using their pain scoring system (Roughan and Flecknell 2001, Roughan and
Flecknell 2003) and focused both on NSAIDs (Roughan and Flecknell 2001, Roughan and
Flecknell 2003, Roughan and Flecknell 2004), including meloxicam and carprofen, and
buprenorphme (Roughan and Flecknell 2004) Fentanyl as an analgesic was not evaluated in
any of their studies, although morphine was included in a previous study (Liles et al 1998)
and focused only on food and water intake In chapter 3, we found that the use of a single
pre-operative fentanyl injection resulted in a robust reduction of laparotomy induced pain
related behavior The reduction in pain related behavior appeared to be comparable or even
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more pronounced than the reduction that can be achieved with the use of NSAIDs or
buprenorphine. Additionally we found that this reduction in pain related behavior is most
pronounced when fentanyl is combined with an aseptic surgical technique This finding
underlines that it is important for optimal animal welfare to use both preoperative analgesics
and aseptic surgical technique in rodent laparotomies (chapter 3).
The use of pain related behavioral scoring is a more discriminative method to estimate
postoperative analgesic efficacy of opioids in rats than weight loss or behavioral measures
like duration of postures or locomotion (chapter 3; Roughan and Flecknell 2001). It is also
important that the concept of behavioral pain scoring is now available not only for rats, but
also for mice (Wright-Williams et al. 2007), since they are used even more frequently than
rats in biomedical research. However, manual behavioral scoring is rather time-consuming.
The implementation of the behavioral pain scoring system in more animal laboratories would
be favored by an automation of the pain scoring system. Interestingly, a recent publication
(Roughan et al. 2009) indicates that automated behavioral pain scoring for mice with the
HomeCageScan system could become available soon. This development would accelerate
new developments in effective pain assessment and pain management in rodents.

Both c-fos and functional MRI are complementary reliable
biomarkers for pain behavior in translational pain research
c-Fos has frequently been studied in relation to pain (Harris 1998; Coggeshall 2005) Many
pain studies focused on the spinal cord, while some also included the brain (see chapter 2
for review and chapter 5) The combination of on the one hand c-fos expression in both
spinal cord and brain and on the other hand the use of anesthesia within a nociceptive
context is innovative in this thesis In chapter 4, we demonstrated for the first time that the
noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model in combination with lumbar c-fos
expression is a suitable and useful model to study nociceptive information transfer at the
spinal level during anesthesia (Sommers et al. 2008). The finding that the suppression
pattern of Fos-IR in the dorsal horn laminae differs between the high isoflurane and low
isoflurane plus fentanyl groups is new. A high dose of isoflurane preferentially decreased
Fos-IR in laminae I and II, while the combination of a low dose of isoflurane and fentanyl
preferentially diminished Fos-IR in lamina V. This differential suppression pattern may be an
important phenomenon to further explore differences in nociceptive processing at the spinal,
but also at the supraspinal level. At the supraspinal level, descending inhibition might be
involved, but also diffuse noxious inhibitory control mechanisms may play a role. Whether
these found differences will provide a new approach for the evaluation of new analgesics will
depend on the outcome of future studies.
c-Fos does not show all neural activation induced by nociceptive stimulation (Harris 1998).
Especially neurons in nuclei involved in the sensory-discriminative dimension of nociceptive
processing do not express c-fos, while neurons in nuclei involved in the motivational-affective
dimension of nociceptive processing can be visualized well with c-fos (chapter 5; Harris
1998). This finding is in agreement with the function of the immediate early genes family to
which c-fos belongs. These genes are especially activated when inactive cells make a
transition to an active state. Nuclei that are always active, including the sensorydiscriminative nuclei and effector nuclei that control tonic inhibition of nociceptive input, do
not show this activity by c-fos.
The findings in chapter 5 that revealed activation in the periaqueductal gray, the lateral
hypothalamus, the solitary tract nucleus and the area postrema are an interesting starting
point for future studies to explore the acute pain matrix. Also the fentanyl specific inhibition of
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c-fos expression in the central amygdaloidal nucleus, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
and the locus coeruleus are relevant for future studies.
In conclusion, c-fos is specifically correlated with nociceptive stimulation in a number of
important brain nuclei involved in nociceptive processing, especially of the medial affective
motivational pain system. These newly activated brain nuclei with c-fos expression deliver
interesting information about the activation of the acute pain matrix and can lead to more
innovative research.
The next important issue is that the noxious stimulus in the NIWR experiment is an electrical
stimulation. Advantages of electrical stimulation are that it is a quantifiable, reproducible and
non-invasive technique easily applicable in animal and human pain research (Duysens and
Gybels 1988; Wilder-Smith et al. 2003; Borszcz 2006). Typical negative properties (Le Bars
et al. 2001) are that it excites peripheral fibers in a nonspecific fashion, including non-noxious
fibers and that it bypasses peripheral receptors. These non-noxious large diameter fibers are
more easily excited, so supra-maximal electrical noxious excitation is always accompanied
by supra-maximal non-noxious excitation. This may activate inhibitory spinal mechanisms
before arrival of noxious action potentials in the spinal cord. Even so, it is known that
electrical tetanic stimulation comparable with NIWR stimulation is experienced as painful in
humans (Rehberg et al. 2004; Baars et al. 2005) and therefore considered as a
representative translational pain model. It is also important to note that electrical stimulation
will induce minimal spinal c-fos when stimulation intensity is mild at Αα/Αβ strength (Tolle et
al. 1994; Nakamura and Takasaki 2001, Lin et al. 2003) and will induce maximal spinal c-fos
when stimulation intensity is supra-maximal at Αδ/C-fiber strength.
Concerning the use of MRI in animal modeling and research, it can be said that in the past,
neurophysiological functional MRI studies used a-chloralose (Silva et al. 1999; Spenger et al.
2000; Silva and Koretsky 2002). The pharmacological properties of this anesthetic are such
that it can only be used in terminal experiments (chapter 7; Silverman and Muir 1993). In this
thesis, we have demonstrated in a cross-over design that isoflurane can adequately be used
as an anesthetic alternative for a-chloralose. Other research groups also found that
isoflurane can be used for functional MRI applications (Liu et al. 2004; Masamoto et al.
2007). This replacement of a-chloralose by isoflurane has important implications since it no
longer forces the animal studies to be terminal. This opens new possibilities for
neurophysiological animal studies in general and animal pain studies in particular. The option
to perform repetitive nociceptive measurements under isoflurane anesthesia in time offers
interesting opportunities. Application examples of repetitive fMRI measurements are cross
over designs for analgesiometric testing with the same group of animals, which will reduce
the number of required animals and will reduce experimental variation by paired statistical
analysis. Moreover, repetitive fMRI measurements will facilitate the investigation of
pathophysiological development of pain and nociceptive processing over time. This feature
can be applied both in acute and chronic pain animal models.

General conclusions and future directions
In conclusion, it is shown in this thesis that there are several ways to alleviate discomfort for
laboratory rats caused by pain. Especially the refinement option of the 3Rs can contribute to
alleviate this discomfort and subsequently lead to a reduction in the number of required
animal experiments with a high level of discomfort for the animals. It was shown that
refinement by fentanyl and aseptic surgery can diminish post-operative pain in rats after
laparotomy. It was also shown that refinement by anesthesia can reduce discomfort for rats
in particular analgesiometric tests and that c-fos expression or functional MRI can be used in
anesthetized rats to elucidate differences in nociceptive processing. Again, in translational
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pain research, this finding will reduce the number of pain tests that require the measurement
of pain behavior in awake animals In future routes of translational pain research, the
possibility to perform fMRI experiments in a repeated longitudinal fashion in the same
anesthetized animals will also reduce the required numbers of animals Specific future
directions of research that are considered, based on the conclusions of this thesis, are
described below
Analqesiometnc testing
The implementation of the use of anesthesia for analgesiometnc testing requires a number of
further validation studies First of all, either parallel or cross-over experiments with and
without inhalation anesthesia should be performed for different analgesiometnc tests,
including the tail flick and withdrawal reflex tests The reflex behavior outcome of these
experiments should indicate that the results are comparable for a wide range of analgesics,
including opioids and NSAIDs As inhalation anesthetics, especially isoflurane and
sevoflurane would be of interest
Laparotomies in biomedical research
In the laparotomy model, a fentanyl dose - pain score response study would be required to
find the lowest fentanyl dose with optimal pain control and minimal side-effects A more
frequent assessment during the first 24 hours post-laparotomy would provide insight whether
development of pain is merely delayed by fentanyl application or that it is truly a pre-emptive
analgesic effect, meaning that post-laparotomy pain is fully suppressed The inclusion of
hyperalgesia testing in future studies, e g with the von Frey method, could provide additional
information regarding the second post-operative pain phase of inflammation If hyperalgesia
appears to be absent, this would again stress the importance of pre-emptive application of
fentanyl to reduce post-operative discomfort by pain However, if hyperalgesia appears to be
present, the analgesic efficacy of fentanyl in combination with an NSAID should be studied
and compared with the analgesic efficacy of buprenorphme or an NSAID alone
Since mice are outnumbering rats in biomedical research, it is important to include this
species into future pain control studies as well Especially with the recent development of a
new automated pain assessment system for mice, this might boost the progress on pain
control in rodents, not only for laparotomies, but also for other surgical interventions
The search for new biomarkers and the use of known biomarkers
Electrical stimulation has specific advantages and disadvantages, as described in the
biomarkers section above In future studies, the use of this electrical stimulation for
translational pain research should be validated further One interesting option would be to
investigate the differential effects on the central nervous system between comparable
electrical stimulation paradigms with contributions of different nerve fiber populations
Modifications in the stimulation pattern that decrease the stimulus frequency but maintain the
total number of pulses could increase the Αδ + C fibers versus Aa + Aß fibers contribution It
would also further validate the use of electrical noxious stimulation and accompanying c-fos
expression as a model for clinical pain, when future studies under anesthesia would include
other stimulus modalities like thermal heat CO2 laser stimulation, the formalin test and plantar
incision as a comparison / concurrent controls of electrical noxious stimulation
Intervention aspects of interest for future studies with the NIWR model would be the
introduction of opioids dose-response series The choice for morphine would provide the
largest reference database of published articles, but also fentanyl and especially the newer
and short acting remifentaml would be of interest to evaluate its effects on suppression of
both functional MRI and c-fos neural nociceptive activation
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Future immediate early gene expression studies could be extended to include other
immediate early genes next to c-fos such as c-jun, Krox-24 and FosB. Functional
characterization of the activated neurons that express c-fos in these nuclei, e.g. with doublestaining techniques on dynorphin or enkephalin, will provide even more insight in their roles.
The correlation between c-fos expression in particular brain nuclei and pain behavior as an
outcome measure is another step further. Although dose - response functions have not been
the subject of this thesis, they would be required to validate that c-fos expression can replace
behavior in translational pain research. Two dose - response functions of c-fos would be of
particular interest: a dose range of increasing nociceptive stimulation intensity combined with
c-fos expression and a dose range of (opioid) analgesics during maximal nociceptive
stimulation intensity combined with c-fos expression.
Future functional MRI studies would use isoflurane or even sevoflurane as baseline
anesthesia. This baseline inhalation anesthesia could be combined with a noxious electrical
or other stimulation paradigm, as described in more detail under the electrical stimulation
section above. Enhancements in temporal resolution would be the implementation of echo
planar imaging (EPI) sequences instead of fast low angle shot (FLASH) sequences.
Enhancements in spatial resolution and closer correlation with neural activity would be
expected by the change from gradient echo (GRE) acquisitions to spin echo (SE)
acquisitions. This would result in a preference for GRE-EPI for standard functional MRI
studies and SE-EPI or turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences for high spatial resolution /
localization studies.
From an ethical point of view, a major advantage of non-invasive in vivo imaging like
functional MRI is that the required number of animals for animal experiments can be
reduced. Also, every animal acts as its own control, which will reduce experimental variation
and hence the required number of animals even further. However, a disadvantage is that the
discomfort for every animal increases because these animals will remain longer in
longitudinal studies and will be subjected to a higher number of imaging procedures. This will
result in an increased burden for the animals, e.g. by repetition of injection schemes,
anesthesia episodes, and continuing (chronic) pain condition, etc.. This illustrates the conflict
that can arise between reduction and refinement. The cost-benefit analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of non-invasive in vivo imaging should therefore be given
extra attention in the experimental design of future studies.
In the studies described in this thesis, only healthy rats were included. Therefore, pain and
nociception have been studied within a physiological context. However, chronic pain in
patients is an area that requires a lot of biomedical research to contribute to quality of life for
these patients. Many animal models for chronic pain have been developed by other
researchers to study aspects of chronic pain. In these chronic pain models, pain and
nociception are studied within a pathophysiological context. These models are in general
causing more discomfort to the animals Therefore, the refinement options, including
anesthesia, and the new pain matrix approach that was developed in this thesis could be
helpful to relieve discomfort for these animals and provide more insight in neuroplasticity
during chronic pain development.
Finally, the validation of translational pain research possibilities of both c-fos and functional
MRI should preferably be performed by experiments that measure these outcome measures
together in the same animals and correlate them with pain behavior. In this way, the chances
are highest that they will provide a multimodal description of the acute pain matrix in the
central nervous system and thereby offer valid translation pain research results. Further
advantages of correlating animal and human fMRI studies are that human pain studies are
performed under awake and sedated / anesthetized conditions. This will facilitate
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interpretation of human and animal fMRI studies and provide a way to assess the impact of
the use of anesthesia on the validity of experimental results for translational pain research.
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In biomedical research, animal welfare can be compromised by experimental procedures.
Especially when pain is induced, it is of the utmost importance to relief this to the maximum
extent for safeguarding animal welfare. Moreover, uncontrolled pain will result in stress,
distress and animal suffering. This will lead to an increased variability in experimental results
and thereby lead to larger experimental group sizes to show significant group effects. This
increase in required number of laboratory animals is undesirable.
The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) has defined pain as "the
unpleasant sensory and/or emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue
damage". Pain in animals within biomedical research can be either deliberately inflicted , e.g.
in animal pain studies, or it can be an undesired side-effect of procedures, such as
laparotomies. One goal of the laboratory animal veterinarian is to always alleviate pain as
much as possible for the animals, while still ensuring valid scientific results for the
researchers.
In chapter 2, a literature study was performed to find alternatives for analgesiometric tests in
animals. In translational pharmacological pain research, these analgesiometric tests are
used to develop new analgesic drug candidates and generally explore highly reproducible
reflex behavior. Examples are the tail flick test, the hot plate test and the formalin test.
A new, alternative improvement for these analgesiometric tests that was explored is the use
of anesthesia to reduce discomfort for the animals. In several reflex analgesiometric tests,
improved animal welfare is possible by measuring under anesthetic conditions. However, the
particular pain response measures of interest determine to a large extent the possibilities of
anesthetic use. For example, it is easier to use anesthesia in a nociceptive reflex behavior
assessment model than in a complex integrated behavior assessment which requires
consciousness like vocalization or defense reaction. With respect to measuring nociception
in the central nervous system, the possibilities of anesthetic use for nociceptive neural
activation are broader. Fos-immunoreactivity, a neural marker, and functional MRI can be
measured as biomarkers for pain behavior under several anesthetic conditions and provide
in that way less discomfort for the laboratory animals.
In chapter 3, the efficacy of fentanyl and aseptic surgery was assessed by the validated
method of monitoring spontaneous pain behaviour in a rat laparotomy model. The four
selected pain behaviours to be scored in this method are twitches, back arching, fall/stagger
and writhing. The assessment of pain was more sensitive when scoring spontaneous pain
behaviour than with classical measures like weight loss or general behavior like posture or
locomotion. We found that fentanyl 150 pg/kg IP given pre-operatively very effectively
reduced acute post-operative pain behavior. When aseptic surgical technique was added to
fentanyl treatment, pain scores were reduced even further. We concluded that the
combination of peri-operative analgesia with fentanyl and aseptic surgery is the most
favorable for discomfort reduction caused by post-operative pain due to laparotomy.
In chapter 4 and chapter 5, the efficacy of isoflurane and fentanyl was assessed in the
noxious induced withdrawal reflex (NIWR) model by measuring c-fos expression in the rat.
The NIWR model is an animal model specifically designed and validated to quantitatively
study the reaction on painful, multimodal stimuli in animals under anesthetic conditions and
therefore represents an indirect index of analgesia. Additionally, the NIWR model correlates
closely with depth of anesthesia.
In translational pain research, Fos-immunoreactivity (Fos-IR) is frequently used as a
quantitative neuronal marker for nociceptive information processing. The proto-oncogene
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c-fos is rapidly activated after noxious stimulation to express the protein Fos in neurons that
are involved in nociceptive information transfer Mapping the neurons with c-fos expression
in the brain or spinal cord is at present the best global marker for efficiently locating individual
neurons that respond to nociceptive input
In chapter 4, we evaluated the differential effects of isoflurane and fentanyl on nociceptive
neural activation by measuring Fos-immunoreactivity in the spinal cord Although both high
dose isoflurane and low dose isoflurane plus fentanyl resulted in surgical anesthesia
(absence of withdrawal reflex), their effect on the lumbar spinal dorsal horn was different
Isoflurane reduced Fos-IR in the superficial lamina II, while fentanyl reduced Fos-IR in the
neck of the spinal dorsal horn We concluded that the NIWR model in combination with
Fos-IR is a suitable and useful model to evaluate differential effects of inhalation anesthetics
and opioids on nociceptive information transfer during general anesthesia
In chapter 5, we evaluated the differential effects of isoflurane and fentanyl on nociceptive
neural activation by measuring Fos-IR in the brains of the same animal group as the spinal
study (chapter 4) A number of brain areas, including the periaqueductal gray, hypothalamus
and thalamus, showed activation after NIWR stimulation by their Fos-IR Fentanyl decreased
neural activation in most brain areas, while both isoflurane and fentanyl reduced activity in
the periaqueductal gray, the midline thalamus and the lateral hypothalamus We concluded
that Fos-IR is a valuable technique to study nociceptive processing during NIWR stimulation,
especially in mfratentonal brain areas and that Fos-IR can also be used to elucidate
differences in noxious processing, as demonstrated in the difference in Fos-IR for high
isoflurane concentration compared with low isoflurane concentration plus fentanyl
anesthesia
In chapter 6, a review study on NMR in laboratory animals was written to address the
relevant aspects of experimental setup for in vivo imaging and spectroscopy of animals,
including functional MRI These guidelines were used for the subsequent fMRI study in
chapter 7
In chapter 7, functional MRI measurements were implemented and a first fMRI study was
performed to assess the feasibility to use isoflurane instead of α-chloralose for electrical
somatosensory stimulation The goal of this study was to explore the feasibility to perform
fMRI experiments in a repeated longitudinal fashion in the same animals , since this will open
new opportunities to assess the brain function, including application for analgesiometnc
testing over longer periods a-Chloralose can only be used for terminal experiments, because
it induces peritonitis and adynamic ileus. Isoflurane, on the contrary, has several positive
features, including fast action, good muscle relaxation and results in a stable acid-base
balance, which makes it an interesting alternative for α-chloralose anesthesia We
demonstrated that both isoflurane and α-chloralose were suitable to perform this fMRI
experiment The center of activation was at the same stereotactic position for both
anesthetics and matched the primary somatosensory cortex of the stimulated forepaw Under
the applied conditions, the fMRI response during isoflurane anesthesia declined in magnitude
only during the first stimulation period, as compared to α-chloralose From this study we
conclude that since isoflurane has several positive properties in comparison to α-chloralose,
it is a valuable alternative for anesthesia in fMRI studies in rats
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In conclusion, we are now able to assess post-laparotomy pain in the rat in a sensitive way
and treat it effectively with analgesics. Fentanyl and aseptic surgery contribute greatly to the
decrease in acute post-operative pain. We should broaden our focus to other animal species,
e.g. mice and further refine anesthesia and analgesia choice in surgery protocols to combine
safe drugs with effective pain management.
Reflex behavior can be assessed under anesthesia in the NIWR model and Fos-IR is an
attractive neural marker for assessment of analgesic efficacy in spinal cord and brain. It is
possible to measure Fos-IR induce by stimuli given under isoflurane anesthesia. fMRI can
also be implemented under isoflurane anesthesia. These findings indicate that a broader
application of anesthesia in analgesiometric testing and introduction of new techniques will
improve animal welfare. Interesting future studies would be the combination of behavior,
Fos-IR and/or fMRI studies, since this would validate our findings and enlarge our
understanding of nociceptive processing. Ultimately, this multimodal approach may provide
further insight in pain and improvement of pain treatment in laboratory animals and humans.
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In biomedisch onderzoek kan het welzijn van de proefdieren worden aangetast door
experimentele ingrepen In het bijzonder wanneer er pijn wordt veroorzaakt, is het van het
grootste belang dit zo veel mogelijk te verlichten om het dierwelzijn te bewaken Bovendien
zal onbehandelde pijn uitmonden in stress, ellende en lijden van het dier Dit zal leiden tot
verhoogde variabiliteit in experimentele resultaten en daardoor tot een grotere experimentele
groepsgrootte om significante g roepseffecten aan te tonen Deze toename in het aantal
benodigde proefdieren is ongewenst
De International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) heeft pijn gedefinieerd als "de
onplezierige sensorische en/of emotionele beleving geassocieerd met daadwerkelijke of
potentiële weefselschade" Pijn in dieren binnen biomedisch onderzoek kan ofwel opzettelijk
worden toegebracht, b ν in proefdier pijn studies, of het kan een ongewenste bijwerking zijn
van ingrepen, zoals buikoperaties Een doel van de proefdier dierenarts is om altijd de pijn
voor de dieren zo veel mogelijk te verlichten, waarbij echter de validiteit van
wetenschappelijke resultaten voor de onderzoekers gegarandeerd moet blijven
In hoofdstuk 2 is een literatuurstudie uitgevoerd om alternatieven te vinden voor
analgesiometnsche testen in dieren In translationeel farmacologisch pijnonderzoek worden
deze analgesiometnsche testen gebruikt om nieuwe pijnstillers te ontwikkelen en deze testen
maken gebruik van in het algemeen sterk reproduceerbaar reflex (pijn) gedrag Voorbeelden
zijn de tail flick test, de hot plate test en de formaline test
Een nieuwe, alternatieve verbetering voor deze analgesiometnsche testen die onderzocht is,
is de toepassing van anesthesie om het ongerief te verminderen voor de dieren In
verscheidene pijnmodellen is een verbeterd dierwelzijn mogelijk door te meten onder
anesthesie condities De specifieke variabelen, die een relevante pijn respons uitdrukken,
bepalen in grote mate de mogelijkheden van het gebruik van anesthetica Zo is het
gemakkelijker om anesthesie toe te passen bij het meten van een pijnreflex gedrag, dan bij
het meten van complex geïntegreerd gedrag, zoals vocahsatie en defensief gedrag,
waarvoor bewustzijn nodig is Met betrekking tot het meten aan nociceptie in het centraal
zenuwstelsel zijn de mogelijkheden voor anesthesie gebruik bij vaststellen van neurale
activatie breder Fos-immunoreactiviteit, een neurale marker, en functionele MRI kunnen als
biomarkers voor pijn gedrag worden gemeten onder verscheidene anesthesie condities en
dragen in dat opzicht bij aan minder ongemak voor de proefdieren
In hoofdstuk 3 werd de effectiviteit van fentanyl en aseptische chirurgie onderzocht met
behulp van de gevalideerde methode om spontaan pijngedrag te monitoren in een
rattenmodel voor buikoperaties De vier geselecteerde pijngedragmgen die bij deze methode
gescoord worden zijn spiertrekkingen, het maken van een bolle rug, vallen/struikelen en
ineenkrimpen Het vaststellen van pijn bleek gevoeliger wanneer het spontane pijngedrag
gescoord werd dan met klassieke maten zoals gewichtsverlies of algemeen gedrag zoals
houden of locomotie Zo bleek dat fentanyl 150 pg/kg IP pre-operatief gegeven zeer effectief
het acute post-operatieve pijn gedrag reduceerde Wanneer aseptische chirurgische techniek
werd toegevoegd aan fentanyl behandeling, werden de pijnscores zelfs verder onderdrukt
We concluderen dat de combinatie van pen-operatieve analgesie met fentanyl en aseptische
chirurgie de meest gunstige is om het ongerief terug te dringen dat veroorzaakt wordt door
postoperatieve pijn als gevolg van de buikoperatie
In hoofdstuk 4 en hoofdstuk 5 werd de effectiviteit van isofluraan en fentanyl bepaald in het
"noxious induced withdrawal reflex" (NIWR) model door de c-fos expressie in de rat te
meten Het NIWR model is een diermodel dat specifiek ontworpen en gevalideerd is om
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kwantitatief de reactie op pijnlijke, multimodale stimuli in dieren te meten tijdens anesthesie
condities en vertegenwoordigt daarom een indirecte pijnstillingsindex. Daarnaast correleert
het NIWR model nauw met de diepte van de anesthesie.
In translationeel pijn onderzoek wordt Fos-immunoreactiviteit frequent gebruikt als een
kwantitatieve neurale marker voor nociceptieve informatie verwerking. Het proto-oncogeen
c-fos wordt snel geactiveerd na nociceptieve stimulatie om het fos eiwit tot expressie te
brengen in neuronen die betrokken zijn bij nociceptieve informatieoverdracht. Het in kaart
brengen van de neuronen met c-fos expressie in het brem of het ruggemerg is momenteel de
beste globale marker om efficiënt individuele neuronen te vinden die reageren op
nociceptieve input.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de verschillende effecten van isofluraan en fentanyl op
nociceptieve neurale activatie met Fos immunoreactiviteit in het ruggemerg geëvalueerd.
Hoewel zowel een hoge dosis isofluraan als een lage dosis isofluraan met fentanyl
resulteerde in chirurgische anesthesie (afwezigheid van de terugtrekreflex) was hun effect op
de lumbale spinale dorsale hoorn verschillend. Isofluraan verminderde Fos-IR in de
oppervlakkige lamina II, terwijl fentanyl Fos-IR in de nek van de spinale dorsale hoorn
verminderde. We concluderen dat het NIWR model in combinatie met Fos-IR een geschikt
en zinvol model is om differentiële effecten van mhalatie-anesthetica en Opioiden op
nociceptieve informatieoverdracht onder algehele anesthesie te evalueren.
In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de differentiële effecten van isofluraan en fentanyl op nociceptieve
neurale activatie met Fos-IR in de hersenen van dezelfde groep dieren als in de ruggemerg
studie (hoofdstuk 4) geëvalueerd. Een aantal hersengebieden, waaronder het
periaqueductale grijs, de hypothalamus en de thalamus, vertoonden activatie na NIWR
stimulatie door hun Fos-IR. Fentanyl verminderde neurale activatie in de meeste
hersengebieden, terwijl zowel isofluraan als fentanyl de activiteit verminderde in het
periaqueductale grijs, de midline thalamus en de laterale hypothalamus. We concluderen dat
Fos-IR een waardevolle techniek is om nociceptieve venwerking tijdens NIWR stimulatie te
bestuderen, vooral in infratentohale hersengebieden en dat Fos-IR kan worden gebruikt om
verschillen in nociceptieve venwerking op te helderen, zoals bleek uit de verschillen in Fos-IR
bij hoge isofluraandosering in vergelijking met lage isofluraandosering met aanvullende
fentanyl anesthesie.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een review studie van NMR in proefdieren om de relevante aspecten
van de experimentele proefopzet voor in vivo imaging en spectroscopy in dieren uit te
werken. Deze richtlijnen werden gebruikt voor de opvolgende fMRI studie in hoofdstuk 7.
In hoofdstuk 7 werden functionele MRI metingen opgezet en een eerste fMRI studie
uitgevoerd om de haalbaarheid vast te stellen van het gebruik van isofluraan in plaats van
a-chloralose voor elektrische somatosensorische stimulatie. Het doel van deze studie was
om de haalbaarheid vast te stellen om longitudinaal herhaalde fMRI experimenten uit te
voeren in dezelfde dieren, omdat dit nieuw mogelijkheden zal bieden om gedurende een
langere periode de hersenfunctie te bepalen, inclusief toepassing bij analgesiometrische
testen.
a-Chloralose kan alleen gebruikt worden voor terminale experimenten, omdat het peritonitis
en adynamische ileus induceert. Isofluraan heeft daarentegen verschillende positieve
eigenschappen, waaronder een snel effect, goede spierontspanning en het resulteert in een
stabiele zuur-base balans, waardoor het een interessant alternatief vormt voor a-chloralose
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anesthesie We hebben laten zien dat isofluraan zowel als a-chloralose geschikt zijn om dit
fMRI experiment uit te voeren Het centrum van de activatie bevond zich op dezelfde
stereotactische positie voor beide anesthetica en kwam overeen met de primaire
somatosensonsche cortex van de gestimuleerde poot Onder de toegepaste
omstandigheden nam de fMRI response met isofluraan anesthesie af tijdens de eerste
stimulatie periode vergeleken met a-chloralose Uit deze studie concluderen we dat
aangezien isofluraan verschillende positieve eigenschappen heeft in vergelijking met
a-chloralose, isofluraan een waardevol alternatief vormt voor anesthesie bij fMRI studies in
ratten

Conclusie
Concluderend zijn we nu in staat om post-laparotomie pijn in de rat op een gevoelige manier
vast te stellen en het effectief te behandelen met pijnstillers Fentanyl en aseptische chirurgie
dragen sterk bij aan de vermindering van acute post-operatieve pijn We zouden nu onze
focus moeten verbreden naar andere diersoorten, b ν de muis en onze anesthesie en
pijnstillers keuzes verder te verfijnen in chirurgie protocollen om veilige middelen te
combineren met een effectieve pijnbestrijding
Reflexgedrag kan worden onderzocht onder anesthesie in het NIWR model en Fos-IR is een
aantrekkelijke neurale marker voor de bepaling van pijnstillmgseffectiviteit in het ruggenmerg
en het brem Het is mogelijk om Fos-IR te meten die opgewekt is met stimulaties onder
isofluraan anesthesie Deze bevindingen geven aan dat een bredere toepassing van
anesthesie in analgesiometnsche testen en de introductie van nieuwe technieken het
dierenwelzijn zullen verbeteren Interessante toekomstige studies zouden de combinatie van
gedrags-, Fos-IR en/of fMRI studies moeten zijn, aangezien dit onze bevindingen zou
valideren en ons begrip zou vergroten over nociceptieve verwerking Uiteindelijk zou deze
multimodale benadering verder inzicht kunnen bieden in pijn en het verbeteren van de
pijnstilling bij het proefdier zowel als bij de mens
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